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Chapter 1IntroductionSince the invention of the computer, we have been witnessing major shifts in computing para-digms almost every decade. Mobile Computing is expected to be the next major paradigm in theevolution of computing. The 70s was the time when the concept of time sharing and multipro-gramming revolutionized main-frame computer industry. In the 80's we saw distributed computingplatforms emerging as a powerful and economic alternative to centralized main-frame systems. Thedriving force behind this revolution was the microprocessor technology which shrunk the size ofthe computing device to a point where it could be used as a desktop commodity. Today clusters ofdesktop workstations interconnected through high speed Local Area Networks constitute the coreof network computing environments world-wide.Technological advances of the 90s (see Figure 1.1) are bringing about two major changes thathave the potential to reshape the existing form of network computing into what is more popularlyknown as Mobile Computing. First, portable computers which are as powerful as some desktopworkstations in terms of computing power, memory, display, and disk storage, are beginning toappear. Second, with the availability of wireless network interfaces, users of laptop computersare no longer required to remain conned within the wired LAN premises to get network access.With the conuence of wireless and VLSI technologies, we are poised for yet another computingrevolution.Mobile personal computing devices are becoming ubiquitous as their prices drop and theircapabilities increase. With the growing dependence of day to day computing on the distributedinformation base, providing network attachment to these devices is an essential requirement. Usingwireless network interfaces, mobile devices can be connected to the Internet in the same way asdesktop machines are connected using ethernet, token-ring or point-to-point links. The majordierence, however, is that mobile devices can move while in operation, which means that theirpoint of attachment to the network can change from time to time. From a network's view point,host movement constitutes a change in the network topology. It is natural that mobile users1
desire uninterrupted access to all networking services even while moving. Unfortunately, neitherthe Internet protocol suite nor the OSI network architecture can provide this functionality. Theassumption that end systems are stationary lies at the very foundation of the Internet and OSInetwork architectures. This is a serious problem, since it is not possible to deploy a new \mobility-aware" protocol stack in the Internet which already consists of over 80 million hosts. The challengelies in nding a solution that allows mobile end-systems to function eciently within the Internetarchitecture without requiring modications to the existing infrastructure and host software. Inthis dissertation we address both, the functional and eciency aspects of the mobile networkingproblem.
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Figure 1.1: Evolution of Mobile ComputingAt the network layer, we have identied a set of functions that play a fundamental role inthe design of any mobile networking solution. Using these function primitives, we have proposeda network layer architecture that enables smooth integration of mobile end systems within theexisting Internet. Our proposed modication to the Internet Protocol (IP), which we refer toas MobileIP, enables mobile hosts to change their network attachment points without disruptingany active network sessions. The key feature of our design is that all required functionalities forprocessing and managing mobility information is embedded in specialized entities, called MobileRouter and Mobile Access Station. Contemporary solutions either require changes to the existingnetwork architecture [49] or introduce new encapsulation protocols [22, 51] to handle this problem.Our approach, since it exploits existing mechanisms available within IP, is completely transparentto the transport and higher layers and does not require any changes to existing internet hosts androuters.MobileIP only provides a mechanism for packet exchange among mobile and stationary end-systems. The eciency of transport layer sessions among stationary and mobile hosts dependscrucially on the error characteristics of the wireless medium and the Medium Access Control (MAC)2
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Figure 1.2: Mobility and the Network Protocol StackAt the physical layer, channel characteristics vary with the location of the user and, because ofmobility, also vary in time. A mobile radio link is hindered by a number of propagation mechanisms,namely, multipath scattering from objects near the mobile transmitter, shadowing by dominantobstacles, and attenuation mechanisms on the propagation path between transmitter and receiver.The use of a wireless channel for data communication is not a new development. In fact, the wirelesstechnology has been in use over satellite, microwave, and cordless channels for over half a century.What is new about wireless is its application for providing local and wide area digital PersonalCommunication Service (PCS). Physical layer design considerations for operation in wireless PCSbands are quite dierent from those used in traditional wireless applications. What is now requiredis a low-power technology that has the appropriate compromises for voice and moderate-rate datato small, light-weight, economical, pocket-size personal computing devices that can be used for tensof hours without replacing batteries. 4
1.1.2 Link LayerThe link layer is responsible for reliably transmitting blocks of information over the raw physicalmedium. This is accomplished by having the sender break the input data up into data frames,transmit the frames sequentially, and process the acknowledgement frames sent back by the receiver.Since transmitted data could be lost due to noise present on the channel, the link layer providesmechanisms to protect data frames through integrity checks.The link layer consists of two sub-layers: Media Access Control(MAC) and Logical Link Control(LLC). The MAC sublayer directly interfaces with the physical layer and is responsible for framingand checksum. For multiple access mediums, MAC protocols also arbitrate access to the sharedmedium. The LLC layer is primarily responsible for multiplexing dierent network layer protocolson the same link and providing recovery from lost frames.Wireless medium is dierent in many ways to wired media and dierences give rise to manyunique problems and solutions. Some important dierences are: The strength of a radio signal decreases as the square of the distance from the transmitter (insome systems the decrease is with the fourth power of the distance). Since transmit powerlevel is usually high, stations, while transmitting, cannot monitor the channel to detect if acollision is happening. As a result, ethernet-like CSMA/CD cannot be used as a MAC protocolin wireless medium. Also, since transmitters are mobile, token based access protocols cannotbe used either. Within the frequency band allocated for PCS, radio waves reect o solid objects, giving riseto what is known as multi-path Raleigh fading problem. When two signal components arriveafter traveling dierent distances they add together in the receiver. If dierence in the lengthof the paths they traveled is an odd multiple of half the wavelength of the carrier signal,then they will cancel each other out. The result is that signal strength varies with distancefrom the source, and it also depends on the relative location of the receiver. If the receiver ismobile, rapid variations in signal strength are usually detected.Over the last few years, spread spectrum techniques, such as DSSS-CDMA2 and FH-CDMA3have been developed. CDMA techniques eectively combat the specic characteristics of the fadingPCS radio channels. These techniques attempt to shield higher layer protocols from the eectsof the wireless channel. Yet, in contrast to wired channels with errors randomly distributed intime, burst errors are experienced in mobile channels. A typical mobile channel allows relatively2Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum - Code Division Multiple Access3Frequency Hopping - Code Division Multiple Access 5
reliable communication during certain periods, interrupted by other periods of particularly poorcommunication known as fades. In chapter 5, we explore how higher layer protocols react to theseburst errors, and propose mechanisms to alleviate some of the problems that arise.1.1.3 Network LayerAn internetwork is a large heterogeneous collection of networks operating on a variety of dierenthardware platforms and using widely dierent sets of protocols. The network layer provides mech-anisms which enable higher layers to view the internetwork through uniform abstractions. Themechanisms include naming and addressing schemes for network entities, and a method for rout-ing packets from source to destination nodes. Network layer abstractions heavily draw upon theassumption that end-systems are stationary. When hosts become mobile, the current addressingand routing methods are rendered completely ineective.The network access point of a host may change from time to time as the user moves from onenetwork to another. Networks must be capable of tracking the location of mobile hosts, and be ableto route packets to mobile hosts at all time. This is a new requirement which is not supported at anylayer in the traditional protocol stack. In chapter 2 we argue that this function is best supportedat the network layer. In the same chapter we also describe our solution for gracefully integratingthe new function at the network layer without compromising utility and power of network layerabstractions.1.1.4 Transport LayerThe basic function of the transport layer is to accept data from the application layer, split it intopackets and then pass it to the network layer in a controlled manner. Optionally, it also supportsfunctions to perform data integrity checks and mechanism to recover from lost segments. Thefunction of multiplexing multiple virtual sessions on a single network access point also belongs tothis layer.The transport layer is a true end-to-end layer in the sense that two transport entities located ateach end of a virtual connection directly communicate with each other without intervention fromany intermediate layer or agent. Ideally, eects of wireless access and host mobility should not bevisible at the transport layer at all. It is true that transport protocols operate unmodied in thepresence of mobile systems, but it is only at a cost of signicant throughput degradation. Newmechanisms are needed so that active transport layer connections do not break as mobile hostsswitch network access points. Wireless links coupled with host motion violate some of the basicdesign assumptions around which existing transport layer protocols were architected. For example,6
losses in wireless links are mistakenly interpreted by transport protocols as the signs of congestion,and the corrective action taken by the transport protocol reduces the eciency of the wireless link.There are two approaches for addressing this problem. One is to modify transport layer functionsfor operation over wireless channels [15, 5]. Another approach, which we propose, makes the linklayer more robust so as to shield higher layers from observing the eects of the wireless channel. Adetailed analysis of this problem will follow in chapter 5.1.1.5 Application LayerThe impact of mobility on the application layer can be assessed in the form of answers to thefollowing two questions: Do existing distributed applications perform well when used on mobile platforms? Is the client-server paradigm the right choice for developing new mobile applications?It is not surprising that answers to both questions is negative. Distributed applications dependheavily on resources that are retrieved via the network. Portable computers do not normallyhave access to the same rich communication capabilities that are available to desktop machines.Portable computers frequently operate without network connections, or are at times connected vialow-bandwidth, high-cost link that must be used sparingly. Existing applications which dependon network support typically `hang' when network connectivity is disrupted [10]. Examples ofsuch applications include NFS [52], X-windows [54] and numerous other client-server applications.Clearly, new operating system primitives are required which provide support for disconnected andautonomous operation in face of intermittent network connectivity.1.2 ContributionThe issues summarized above capture the essence of current research activity in the area of futuregeneration mobile data communication systems. New constraints posed by host mobility require acareful re-evaluation of services provided at all layers of the communication protocol stack. Thisdissertation investigates the impact of wireless access and host mobility on the design of link,network, and transport layer protocols. At the network layer, we have designed and implementeda new routing architecture that allows the current set of Internet standards to support routing tomobile hosts. At the link and transport layers, we have designed mechanisms to improve throughputover lossy wireless channels. 7
Host mobility introduces several new addressing and routing problems at the network layer.The Internet routing system routes a datagram to a host based on the network number containedin the host's Internet address. If a host changes its point of attachment and moves to a newnetwork, IP datagrams destined for it can no longer be delivered correctly. Our solution allowsmobile hosts to retain their addresses regardless of their point of attachment to the network. Thisis achieved by employing a two tier addressing scheme for mobile hosts. The rst component of theaddress, the topologically signicant part, reects the mobile's point of attachment to the networkand facilitates the routing process. The second static component, which is the home address of themobile host, serves as an end-host identier. Mechanisms are designed so that only the static partof the address is visible to the end-to-end transport layer while only the topologically signicantpart of the address is exposed to the routing system. Since the transport layer is provided witha location independent abstraction of the mobile end-system, existing networking applications rununmodied on mobile hosts.The proposed routing scheme has been implemented using IP's Loose Source Route (LSR) optionin the AIX and Mach kernels. The reference implementation provides mobile hosts, connected over1Mb/s infrared wireless link, full Internet connectivity even as mobile hosts move between networks.It also allows mobile hosts equipped with multiple network interfaces to dynamically migrate activesessions from one network interface to another. The proposed scheme only requires the addition oftwo new type of entities, Mobile Routers and Mobile Access Stations, which perform all requiredmobility-aware functions, such as address translation, user tracking, and location management. Nomodications to existing host or router software are required. Unlike other Mobile-IP proposalsthat are encapsulation based, this approach provides optimal routes for all TCP sessions, has lessoverhead, and is more suitable for deployment in the next generation IP protocol. The scheme isfully distributed, scalable, and tolerant of component failures.Routing protocols only provide mechanisms for packet exchange between mobile and stationaryend-systems. Performance of these data exchange sessions depends crucially on the characteristicsof the wireless medium and the MAC protocol employed at the wireless link layer. We have inves-tigated performance implications of various MAC layer packet scheduling policies on the dynamicsof TCP sessions. Burst losses on the wireless channel interact with the error recovery mechanismsemployed at the transport layer in quite unexpected ways. This eect is more pronounced when asingle wireless channel is shared purely on demand among multiple competing stations. Our resultsindicate that the FIFO packet dispatching mechanism, commonly used in wireless LAN cards, leadsto poor utilization of the wireless medium. We have shown that by employing a Channel StateDependent Packet (CSDP) scheduler in the wireless LAN device driver, signicant improvementin wireless link utilization can be achieved. CSDP can be employed in conjunction with any wire-less link layer protocol to improve throughput of transport layer sessions over multiaccess wirelesschannels. 8
1.3 OrganizationThis dissertation is outlined as follows. First we present a discussion of the mobility problem fromthe Internet routing perspective, pointing out what makes this problem dicult to solve in practice.In chapter 2, we propose a general network layer architecture that supports routing to mobile end-systems and show that our proposed architecture captures the essence of all contemporary MobileIPproposals. In chapter 3, we describe the design and implementation our MobileIP protocol. Inchapter 4, we show that our proposed MobileIP scheme lends an elegant solution to the problemof switching from one communication medium to another. In chapter 5, we turn our focus to someperformance problems related to wireless internetworking. We point out deciencies in existinglink and transport protocols and outline our proposed solution approach. Finally, in chapter 6, wesummarize our ndings and outline a direction for future research.
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Chapter 2Mobile Networking ArchitectureMobile end-systems frequently change their point of attachment to the network. In such an environ-ment, in order for mobile devices to run without disruption, a universal networking infrastructureis needed. In addition, a common networking protocol is required which can support network-widemobility. Mobile devices also need to communicate with the existing pool of information serversand le servers, which means that internetworking solutions for connecting stationary and mobilesystems are also required. Unfortunately, the Internet Protocol (IP), which forms the fabric ofthe current world-wide data communication network, falls short of meeting this demand. The cur-rent Internet suite of protocols (TCP/IP) were designed under the assumption that end-systemsare stationary. If during an active network session one end of the connection moves, the networksession breaks. Naturally, all networking services layered on top of TCP/IP are also disruptedwhen end-systems become mobile. There are two approaches for solving this problem. One isto completely redesign internetworking protocols with the specic goal of supporting mobile endsystems. The other approach is to provide additional services at the network layer in a backwardcompatible manner which make mobile internetworking possible. The rst approach, though aninteresting possibility from a research viewpoint, is infeasible since it would require radical changesto the currently deployed networking infrastructure. It is the latter approach that is the focus ofour investigation.To ensure inter-operability with the existing infrastructure, the handling of mobility should becompletely transparent to the protocols and applications running on stationary hosts. In otherwords, from a stationary end-system's perspective, a mobile host should appear like any otherstationary host connected to the Internet. This means the same naming and addressing conventions,those originally developed for stationary hosts, must apply to mobile hosts. In addition, anychanges in a mobile's network attachment point should be completely hidden from the protocolsand applications running on stationary hosts.In this chapter we explore various network layer concepts that pertain to the design of mobile10
networking systems. We show that mobility is essentially an address translation problem and is bestresolved at the network layer. We have identied the fundamental services that must be supportedat the network layer to carry out the task of address translation. Using these service primitivesas building blocks, we propose a network layer architecture which enables smooth integration ofmobile end systems within the existing Internet. The architecture is modularized into well-denedlogical components. In this chapter, our objective is not to propose a specic scheme for supportingmobility, rather it is to highlight and analyze the essential aspects of supporting mobile end-systemsand to better understand the trade-o between various design alternatives.2.1 Internet Naming and AddressingThe Internet is a large collection of networks which share the same address space and inter-operateusing a common sets of protocols, such as TCP/IP [41, 42]. A fundamental concept of the Internetarchitecture is that each host1 has a unique network address, by which it is reachable from otherhosts in the network. Data are carried in the form of packets which contain source and destinationaddresses. To communicate with another host, a source only need to know the address of thedestination. It is the responsibility of the internet routing system to carry packets from a sourceto a destination node.Internet routers maintain a view of network topology in the form of routing tables. These tablesare consulted when making packet routing decisions. The process of routing involves inspecting thethe destination address contained in the packet and, based on the contents of the routing table,determining the next-hop router to which packet should be relayed. Each router along the pathfrom a source to a destination node repeats this process until the packet is nally delivered to thedestination host.If host addresses are treated as at identiers, routers will be required to maintain routinginformation on a per-host basis. Obviously, this is not feasible, given the large number of hosts thatare connected to the Internet. A natural solution is to impose a hierarchy on the address structure.The purpose of hierarchical addressing scheme is to allow aggregation of routing information; higherlayers in the hierarchy (e.g., routers) need only concern themselves with the portion of the addressthat is relevant at that layer. Hierarchical addressing is essential if the routing architecture is tobe scalable. The Internet, for example, deploys a two-level hierarchical addressing scheme.1In the Internet jargon, host means an end-system connected to the Internet11
2.1.1 Internet AddressingEach host in the Internet is assigned a unique 32-bit internet address (also known as an IP address)which consists of two parts: network-id and host-id. The boundary between the network-id andthe rest of the address is a xed location determined by the leading bits of an address (as shownin Figure 2.1). IP addresses are commonly represented using dotted notation where each octet isrepresented as a decimal number and dots are used as octet separators.
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9 . 4 . 10 . 34
128 . 8 . 130 . 35
210 . 15 . 85 . 47Figure 2.1: IP address structureUnder the current Internet addressing scheme, routers only need to maintain network topologyinformation at the granularity of individual networks. This means only the network part of thedestination address is used in making routing decision. Though hierarchical addressing makesrouting simple and manageable, as a natural consequence, it puts certain restriction on the addressusage. A hierarchical address can only be used within the domain of its denition. For example, anInternet address is only meaningful so long as the host using it remains connected to that networkdenoted by the network-id part of the address. When the host moves to a new network, it must beallocated a new address which is derived from the address space of the new network. In order forthe Internet routing to work:A mobile host must be allocated a new address when it moves.2.1.2 NamingA related concept for identifying hosts in the network is Name. Names are user dened aliases(strings of characters) which are used to denote hosts. For example, ballast is the name of thele-server in our department, and its address is 128.8.128.88. An important distinction betweennames and addresses is that addresses are protocol specic (e.g., an IP address, CLNP[1] address,IPX[50] address, XNS address), but names are not. Names provide a way for applications tomake reference to network entities without having to know anything about the underlying networkprotocol in use. This is useful, since users nd names easier to use and remember than cumbersomenetwork addresses. 12







send(address)Figure 2.2: DNS based Name to Address resolution2.2 The Mobility ProblemTo illustrate why host mobility poses problem at the network later, it is important to emphasizethe distinction between the concepts of name and address. Name: is a location independent identier of a host. E.g. `mimsy' is the name of the mail-server in our department. Address: indicates the location of a given host. E.g. mimsy's address 128.8.128.8 indicatesthat it is connected to network 128.8.128Names remain xed regardless of where a host is located. An address on the other hand reectsa host's point of attachment to the network. For hosts that remain static throughout their lifetime,both names and addresses can be used interchangeably. For a mobile host, however, an addresscannot be used as a unique identier, since it must change with the location of the host. Name is13
the only location independent identication mechanism that can be used at the network layer tomake references to mobile hosts.2.2.1 Mobility Problem: Directory Service ViewIn networks where hosts are static, name to address bindings never change. Host mobility makes thisbinding a function of time. Therefore, network layer mechanisms are required for resolving namesinto addresses and tracking the location of hosts as they move. The Domain Name System (DNS),which provides name to address translation service in the Internet today, should be enhanced tomeet the additional demands. However, this task is made dicult by many hurdles: The DNS has no provision to handle dynamic updates. This is because it was originallydesigned to provide name lookup service for stationary hosts only. The DNS design attempts to optimize the access cost, and not the update cost. Serverreplication and client caching provides signicant performance gains for access only systems,but results in very poor performance when updates are performed. In a mobile environment,both updates and accesses are equally likely. DNS clients cache DNS records to reduce latency for future accesses and to reduce load on thename servers. There is no call back mechanism from servers to clients, in case cache entriesbecome invalid.A design for a distributed location directory service for mobile hosts was proposed by Awerbuchand Peleg in [4]. They formally proved an important theoretical result which established thata system cannot optimize both access and update operations2. Using the concept of RegionalDirectories (a type of cache) they proposed a distributed directory layout which guarantees thatthe communication overhead of access and update operations is within a poly-logarithmic factor ofthe lower bound.As far as the Internet is concerned, distributed directory service based solutions do not appearvery attractive since they cannot be deployed without changing existing host software. The Internethost population has already grown over tens of millions, which makes any change to host softwarealmost impossible to achieve. Hence, an alternate solution method is required.2In their paper they use terms Find and Move to denote these operations.14
2.2.2 Mobility Problem: Internet ViewWhen the Internet suite of protocols were originally developed, it was implicitly assumed thatthe name to address binding remained static. Thus, instead of referring to hosts through names,protocols were developed that referred to hosts through their addresses. A classic example is aTCP connection which is identied by a 4-tuple:< source IP address, source TCP port, destination IP address, destination TCP port >If neither host moves, all components of the connection identier will remain xed, and thus acontinuous TCP session can be maintained between the two hosts. If either end of the connectionmoves, we run into the following problem: If the mobile host acquires a new IP address, then its associated TCP connection identieralso changes. This causes all TCP connections involving the mobile host to beak. If the mobile host retains its address, then the routing system cannot forward packets to itsnew locations.The fundamental problem is that in the Internet architecture, an IP address serves dual pur-poses. From the transport and application layer perspective, it serves as an end-point identier,and at the network layer, the same IP address is used as a routing directive. This problem is notspecic to the Internet architecture; in fact all contemporary connection-less network architectures,such as OSI[56], IPX[50] and XNS, suer from this problem. Since our objective is to ensure thatconnection do not break when hosts move, we can say that:In order to retain transport layer sessions, a mobile host's address must be preserved regardless ofits point of attachment to the network.An immediate consequence of this choice is that we can not rely on the existing routing systemfor delivering packets to a mobile host's new location. A solution might be to keep per-mobile-hostrouting information at all routers, but this completely breaks the hierarchical model of routing,causing unbounded growth in the size of routing tables. Thus, the problem of supporting mobilehosts within the Internet is not just keeping track of hosts. In addition, it has to do with designing amechanism for packet forwarding to mobile hosts without modifying and compromising the scalablenature of the Internet routing mechanism. 15





Stationary  Host  (S) Figure 2.3: Illustration of TermsMobile Host: An internet host is called a Mobile Host(MH) if it frequently changes its point ofattachment to the network. A change in the attachment point can also happen while one or moretransport layer sessions involving the MH are in progress. It is assumed that the rate of changeof location is slower than the time it takes to for the mobile routing protocols to learn about themobile host's new location.Home Address: Like any other internet host, a mobile host is also assigned an internet addresswhich is referred to as its Home Address (HA). A standard 32-bit internet address is allocated usingthe same guidelines that apply to stationary hosts. When the DNS is queried with a mobile host'sname, it returns the home address of the mobile host.Home Network: Within each administrative domain, network administrators nd it easier toreserve one or more subnetwork(s) for mobile hosts. The home address of a mobile host is allocatedfrom the address space of one of these subnetworks, referred to as the Home Network in thesubsequent discussion. The terms home address and home network also apply to stationary hosts.The only dierence is that stationary hosts always remain connected to their home network, whilemobile hosts sometimes may not be found at their respective home networks.16
Foreign Network: Any connected segment of an Internet, other than the home network of amobile host, to which the mobile host is allowed to attach is referred to as a Foreign Network.If I denotes the set of all networks connected to the Internet, then any network in the set I  fHome Networkg is a foreign network to all hosts that derive their home addresses from the HomeNetwork.Notice that above denitions are relative to a mobile host. The same network could operateboth as a home and as a foreign network, depending on which mobile host is connected to it. Solong a mobile host remains connected to its home network, existing internet routing mechanism aresucient to route packets up to its current location. It is only when it moves to a foreign networkthat additional mechanisms are required. If a mobile host moves within its home network (e.g.,detach from one ethernet point and attach through another ethernet point), it does not constitutea move from the network layer point of view. Existing link layer bridging mechanism are capable ofrouting packets up to end-systems so long as they remains connected to the same layer 2 segment3.In the previous section, we made two crucial observations:1. The home address of a mobile host cannot be used for routing packets to its current location(except when it is attached to its home network).2. A mobile host's address must be preserved in order to retain all active transport connectionsinvolving the mobile host.These are two conicting requirements. From the rst observation, when a host moves, a newaddress, reecting its new point of attachment to the network, must be used for the purpose ofrouting. The second observation says just the opposite: the original address must be preserved toretain all active network sessions.2.3.1 Two Tier AddressingWe introduce the concept of two-tier addressing to resolve the problem associated with the dual useof an internet address. Our solution involves associating two internet addresses with each mobilehost(see Figure 2.4). The rst component of the address reects the mobile's point of attachmentto the network while the second component denotes its home address. The rst address componentserves as a routing directive. It changes whenever a mobile host moves to a new location. The3A collection of link layer networks, which are interconnected through bridges, is called a layer 2 segment. Withina layer 2 segment, a packet can be delivered solely on the basis of the destination node's link layer address; thenetwork layer routing is not required 17
second component of the address serves as an end-point identier. It remains static throughoutthe lifetime of a mobile host. The purpose of two-tier addressing is to decouple the dual role of aninternet address into two disjoint, well dened functions.
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. . ZFigure 2.4: Two Tier addressing for Mobile HostsThe concept of two-tier addressing is illustrated in Figure 2.4. Packets that are destined tomobile hosts contain the destination address in the two-tier format. The Internet routing systemonly looks at the rst component of the address and routes those packets to the point where themobile host is attached. At this point, the rst address component is discarded. Only the secondaddress component, the home address of the mobile host, is used in subsequent protocol processing.From an end-host's perspective this means that it notices no dierence when it is attached to itshome versus when it is located in a foreign network. In other words, the mobile host virtuallyremains connected to its home. Packets which originate from the mobile host and are destinedto the stationary host (S) do not require any special handling, since the Internet routing systemcan deliver those packets based on their destination addresses. If S is also mobile, then the sametwo-tier addressing mechanism can be used to route packets to its current location.It is important to note that the two-tier addressing is only a logical concept. Its realizationdoesn't necessarily require carrying two addresses in the destination address eld of the networklayer packets. In fact, doing so would require changes in the existing packet formats, necessitatingchanges to host and router software. It is desirable to support the two-tier addressing method usingthe existing mechanism available in the Internet Protocol suite. Below we describe how this can beachieved. 18
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Figure 2.5: Packet Forwarding Model2.3.2 Architecture ComponentsForwarding Agent (FA)When away from its home network, a mobile host can attach to the Internet through a foreignnetwork. For the purpose of forwarding datagrams to its new location, an address derived from theaddress space of the foreign network must be used. Packets destined to the mobile host containthe address of a Forwarding Agent (FA) in the forwarding address sub-eld of the two-tier address.An FA provides an access point through which mobile hosts can attach to the network. It receivespackets on behalf of mobile hosts, and forwards them to appropriate mobile hosts after necessaryprotocol processing.Conceptually, the processing at the FA involves stripping the forwarding address part of thetwo-tier address and exposing the home address of the mobile host. Once the packet arrives at theFA, the forwarding address is no longer required in the subsequent protocol processing. When apacket arrives at the FA, it contains the address of the FA in its destination address eld. TheFA, essentially, maps the contents of the destination address (the forwarding address) to the homeaddress of the associated mobile host. We use the notation g to denote this mapping function:g : (forwarding address)! (home address)An FA should be able to relay packets to the mobile host on the basis of its home address. This19
is easy if the FA and the MH are directly connected (normally over a wireless link). Otherwise, therouting protocol operating in the foreign network should advertise host specic routing informationwithin the foreign network to facilitate routing of these packets to mobile hosts. Normally, wewould expect a wireless base station to operate as an FA in which case both the MH and the FAwould be directly connected over a wireless link.A mechanism is required so that mobile hosts can discover the identity of an FA when theyconnect to a foreign network. Similarly, a mechanism is required so that the FA can determine theidentities of all mobile hosts that require its service. The simplest way to achieve this is througha route advertisement and a registration protocol. Forwarding agents periodically advertise theirpresence in the foreign network. Beaconing, the periodic broadcast of messages over the wirelessmedium, is the most commonly used method. Mobile hosts can listen to broadcasts, determine theidentity (address) of the nearest FA, and initiate a registration sequence.Location Directory (LD)The component in the architecture that records the association between the home and the for-warding address of a mobile host is called a Location Directory (LD). The LD contains the mostup-to-date mapping between a mobile host and its associated FA. Mobile Hosts are required tosend updates to the LD whenever they moves to a new location.Since the number of mobile hosts is expected to be very large, a centralized realization ofthe LD is deemed infeasible. A policy for distributing LD components should take many factorsinto consideration, such as the cost of access, ease of locating LD components, and security andownership of location information. Since the LD will be accessed very frequently, a good distributionmethod should exploit the locality of access patterns and provide uniform load balancing among allLD components. Given a model for the LD access pattern, the LD distribution can be formulated asan optimization problem[3]. Unfortunately, these mathematical results [3, 7, 6] cannot be directlyapplied in the Internet. The primary reason is that in the Internet factors such as ease of location,security, and ownership take precedence over any cost optimization considerations.A feasible distribution scheme in the Internet is the owner-maintains-rule. According to thisscheme, the LD entries for mobile hosts are maintained at their respective home networks. Withineach home network, a good place for locating an LD component is at the home router. Advantagesof this scheme are:1. Each home network is responsible for maintaining, securing, authenticating, and distributingLD information for its mobile hosts. This policy ts well within the Internet philosophy ofautonomous operation. 20
2. No special mechanisms are required to locate the LD components. It is important to point outthat in a distributed scheme, in order for a source to send a query to the right LD component,the source is required to know the address of the LD component in advance. Under the owner-maintains-rule, a source simply sends a query that is addressed to the mobile host. The packetis delivered to the home network by normal internet routing where it is intercepted by thehome router and subsequently relayed to the correct LD component.This is certainly not the only possible distribution scheme. Later in this chapter we'll discussother options while reviewing various MobileIP proposals.Address Translation Agent (ATA)Hosts that need to communicate with a mobile host insert the mobile's home address in the desti-nation address eld of all packets they issue. At some point during the routing process this addressshould be replaced by the address of the FA associated with the mobile host. The entity whichperforms this operation is called an Address Translation Agent. The process of address translationinvolves querying the LD, obtaining the FA address, and subsequently making use of this addressin forwarding packets to the correct location of the mobile host. The address translation functionis: f : (home address)! (forwarding address)From a two-tier addressing perspective, an ATA initializes the forwarding address part of thedestination address. In an actual implementation this could be achieved by replacing the originaldestination address of the packet with the FA's address. This operation can be performed at thesource host; however, the only problem is that the function f cannot be computed without makingchanges to the existing host software of millions of hosts.For performance reasons, an ATA may decide to cache LD entries which are frequently used inmaking forwarding decisions. Querying the LD before making each address translation operationcould be prohibitively expensive, particularly so when the ATA and the LD are geographicallyseparated. Caching, however, introduces a new requirement in the architecture; that of maintainingconsistency between the LD and its cached entries throughout the Internet.2.3.3 Location Update Protocol (LUP)Keeping the LD up-to-date in the face of frequently changing host location is crucial. Keepingcached LD entries consistent with the master LD is an equally important consideration. Inconsis-tencies could make mobile hosts inaccessible and even cause the formation of routing loops. The21
purpose of Location Update Protocol (LUP) is to provide reliable mechanisms for keeping the LDand its cached copies consistent at all times.To a large extent, the choice of the LUP depends on the caching policy used. Together, theydetermine the scalability and routing characteristics of a mobility solution. In systems which donot permit LD caching, ATAs must be co-located with the LD, since issuing an LD query foreach packet that an ATA forwards is prohibitively expensive. In such systems, packets addressedto mobile hosts rst travel all the way up to the home network before any address translation(operation f) is performed. Clearly, the paths that packets follow are non-optimal in this case.Caching improves the routing eciency of a mobile networking system, as packets do not have totravel to home networks before being forwarded toward the FAs associated with the destinations.At the same time, caching makes the system more complex and vulnerable to security attacks. Ifcache entries are not properly authenticated, it is possible to redirect packets away from a mobilehost and cause denial-of-service.2.3.4 Packet Forwarding OperationWith the inclusion of address translation agents and forwarding agents, the operation of packetforwarding can be easily illustrated. Figure 2.5 illustrates how packets from a stationary host(S) are routed to a mobile host (MH). S sends out packets which are addressed to the homeaddress of the MH . These are intercepted by an address translation agent which maps (usingfunction f) the original destination of the packet to the address of the forwarding agent. Oncethese packets arrive at the forwarding agent, the FA remaps (using function g) the destination tothe home address of the mobile host and delivers them to the mobile host. Along the path from thesource to the destination, packets twice undergo an address translation operation. The end resultof this translation process, the function gof , is an identity mapping, which means that the wholeprocess of address translation is completely transparent to hosts located at both ends of the path.They communicate as if they were stationary. The transport layer protocols and the applicationsrunning on stationary as well as mobile hosts operate without any modications whatsoever. Thisproperty of the solution architecture is termed as transport layer transparency.The proposed architecture preserves transport layer transparency regardless of where and howin the network the LD, ATAs, and FAs are distributed. This exibility enables us to capture thedesign choices made in other MobileIP proposals. Later in this chapter, we'll show that each oneof these proposals can be viewed as a special case of the proposed architecture.22



























Encapsulation DecapsulationFigure 2.6: Illustration of Encapsulation and DecapsulationLoose Source Routing (LSR)Loose Source Routing is an option that is supported in IP which can also be used to perform addresstranslation operation4. Using IP's source routing option, an address translation agent can causepackets addressed to a mobile host's home address to be routed via a forwarding agent. Figure 2.7illustrates how this is done. An LSR option is used to specify a nil terminated list of addresses.The Internet routing system routes the packet containing the LSR option to each address, oneby one, in the sequence it appears in the list. The current destination is kept in the destinationaddress eld of the packet header and a pointer points to the address which is to be visited next inthe sequence. When the packet arrives at the current destination, the contents of the destinationaddress eld are swapped with the address pointed by the next hop pointer, and, the pointer isadvanced to the next address in the list. This process is repeated until the packet is delivered to4Originally it was included in IP not for this purpose, but to help in debugging network problems23

























Option LSR next hop
nil nil
Insert  LSR Process  LSRFigure 2.7: Using Loose Source Routing to perform address translationAn advantage of using the LSR oprion over encapsulation is that, as a natural consequence ofthe LSR option processing, the path that a packet follows (the list of addresses visited en-route) isautomatically recorded in the packet. The destination can reverse this list and send a reply backto the source along the reverse path. In the next chapter, we'll show how we exploit this propertyto design a mobile networking scheme that co-locates the ATA with the source, and the FA withthe destination. It is not possible to achieve this using any method which uses encapsulation, sincewhen the packet arrives at the destination, it is already stripped of all useful routing information.In this section we showed how components of the proposed architecture mutually co-operate tooverlay a packet forwarding service on top of an existing routing infrastructure. It is important topoint out that the ATA and the FA only represent functions that need to be supported, not ma-chines that need to be deployed in the network. In fact, the proposed architecture allows sucientexibility in placement of these functions in the network. This exibility allows us to experimentwith various design alternatives and ne tune a solution for a specic target environment.2.4 Mapping to candidate MobileIP proposalsOver the past several years, many proposals have been made for supporting host mobility ondatagram-based internetworks. A vast majority of these proposals have been designed to be com-patible with today's TCP/IP-based Internet. The candidate proposals dier widely in terms ofthe specic components they propose to add to the Internet, the mechanisms they use for addresstranslation, and the policy they use for managing location updates. In this section, we'll show thatall mobileIP proposals can be viewed as a special case of our proposed network architecture.In our model, the ATA and FA represent the two basic functions that must be supported byany proposal that supports mobility. We'll demonstrate this fact by explaining the operation ofeach MobileIP proposal in terms these two functional entities. Basically, all proposals attempt24
















Figure 2.8: Mapping to Columbia Proposal2.4.1 Columbia SchemeThe scheme proposed by Ioannidis [22, 23] is designed primarily to support mobility within a campusenvironment. Mobile hosts are allocated addresses from a subnetwork which is reserved for use bywireless hosts. A group of cooperating Mobile Support Routers (MSR), advertise reachability tothe wireless subnet. MSRs provide an access point through which mobile hosts can connect to thecampus back-bone, and are also responsible for forwarding trac to and from mobile hosts. Eachmobile host, regardless of its location within a campus, is always reachable via one of the MSRs.When a host sends a packet to a mobile host, it rst gets delivered to the MSR closest to thesource host. This MSR either delivers the packet (if the destination MH lies in its wireless cell), orforwards it to the MSR responsible for the destination MH. If an MSR does not know which MSRis currently responsible for a destination, it sends a WHO HAS query to all MSRs in the campus andawaits a reply message from the responsible MSR. When sending a packet to the destination, anMSR encapsulates the packet and delivers it to the target MSR. Upon receiving this packet, the25
target MSR strips the encapsulation header and relays the original packet to the mobile host.Mapping In the Colombia proposal, an MSR performs both encapsulation and decapsulationoperations, meaning that both functions, f and g, are co-located at the MSR. For packets addressedto MHs in its coverage area, an MSR acts like an FA. For packets addressed to other MHs it acts likean ATA. Each MSR maintains a table of MHs in its wireless cell. These tables together constitutethe segment of the LD which is associated with mobile hosts on the campus network. This LDdistribution scheme can also be thought of as a distributed realization of the owner-maintains-rule.Recall that in the owner-maintains-rule, the segment of the LD was co-located with the homerouter. An MSR in the Colombia scheme is a distributed realization of the home router. As aresult, the table of mobile hosts maintained at an MSR constitutes a distributed segment of theLD that is required to be maintained at the home router.MSRs acquire LD cache entries on a need-to-know-basis by sending a broadcast WHO HAS queryto all MSRs in the campus. The response to this query is generated by the MSR which possesses theprimary copy (in other words, the MSR which is responsible for the destination MH). The LocationUpdate Protocol uses a lazy-update approach. When a mobile host moves, only the primary copyof the LD entry is updated. Cached entries are assumed to be correct by default. In cases, whencached entries turn stale, the rst packet which is forwarded using the stale entry generates anerror message from the old MSR, causing the source MSR to ush its cache and then broadcast aWHO HAS message.Since functions f and g are required to be supported only in new entities (MSRs) that areadded to the system, the Columbia proposal can operate without requiring any modications tothe existing host and router software. This proposal presents a good combinations of design choicesfor handling mobility within a campus environment. However, it has severe scalability problems.Since this proposal will require broadcast of WHO HAS query to all MSRs located world-wide, it isnot possible to scale this scheme to the Internet scale.2.4.2 Sony SchemeIn Sony's proposal [49, 47, 48], a mobile host is assigned a new temporary address when it is attachedto a new network. The router of the home network is notied of this new address through a specialcontrol message. Packets addressed to the MH, in addition to carrying its home address, can alsocarry its temporary address. Packets originating from an MH that is away from its home networkalways carry both home and temporary addresses in the source address eld. Routers that forwardthese packets can examine the source addresses and cache the mapping (home to temporary) intheir Address Mapping Tables (AMT). A source includes both addresses in all outgoing packets if26












Figure 2.9: Mapping to Sony ProposalMapping: The Sony proposal co-locates the forwarding agent function, g, with mobile hosts. Inother words, it requires each mobile host to act as its own forwarding agent. The advantage is thatpackets can be directly tunneled to the mobile host, without intervention from a forwarding agent.This is useful, particularly for wired mobile hosts, which may at times connect to foreign networkswhich have no forwarding agents attached. The approach of co-locating g with the mobile host hasa disadvantage. It doubles the address space requirement for mobile hosts, since in addition to ahome address, a temporary address is also required for operation. Given that IP address space isfast running out of available addresses, this is a serious problem.In Sony's proposal, the home router acts as an address translation agent (f), and it also main-tains the Location Directory for mobile hosts that have been assigned addresses on the homenetwork. To avoid routing each packet via the home router, Sony proposal allows exibility to27











Mobile  Host  using  DHCP
Home Agent
Figure 2.10: Triangle Routing: MobileIP Proposal2.4.3 MobileIP working-group ProposalIETF has created a MobileIP working group to come up with a proposal for near term deploymentwithin the Internet. In this design [36], each mobile host retains its home address regardless ofthe mobile host's location. When the mobile host visits a foreign network, it is associated witha care-of-address, which is an Internet address associated with the mobile host's current pointof attachment. The care-of-address either identies the mobile host directly (if the address isacquired through Dynamic Host Conguration Protocol (DHCP)) or identies a Foreign Agentthat is responsible for providing access to visiting mobile hosts. When away from home, the mobilehost registers its care-of-address with a Home Agent; the Home Agent is responsible for interceptingdatagrams addressed to the mobile host's home address and tunneling (encapsulating) them to theassociated care-of-address.In this scheme all datagrams addressed to a mobile host are always routed via the Home Agent.However, the packets in the reverse direction, i.e., those originating from the mobile host andaddressed to a stationary host, are relayed along the shortest path by the Internet routing system.5The modied IP protocol 28


















2Figure 2.11: Mapping to LSR Scheme29
2.4.4 LSR SchemeIn contrast with other proposals which are encapsulation based, the LSR proposal [9, 37, 38, 26]is based on the use of an existing IP option called Loose Source Route. A detailed description ofthis scheme will appear in the next chapter. Our scheme also allows each mobile host to retain itshome address regardless of its current location. Associated with each home network is a MobileRouter, which is responsible for advertising reachability to the home network, and for keeping trackof the current location of each mobile host that has been assigned an address on that network. Ina foreign network, mobile hosts attach to the Internet via wireless base stations known as MobileAccess Stations (MAS). When a mobile host walks into the wireless cell of an MAS, it informs itsMobile Router the internet address of the current MAS. The Mobile Router records this informationin its routing table, and also informs the previously recorded MAS that the mobile host has migratedfrom its wireless cell. The packets sent to the mobile host rst arrive at the Mobile Router by thenormal routing process. To forward a packet to the a mobile host's current location, the MobileRouter inserts an LSR option in the packet, specifying the current MAS as a transit router. Theinserted LSR option causes this packet to be routed to the mobile host via the MAS. When themobile host sends a reply to the source, it also inserts the LSR option in all outgoing packets, againspecifying the current MAS as a transit router. When the stationary host receives this packet, itwill reverse the recorded route, and insert it in all outgoing packets that are sent to the mobilehost. Thus, subsequent packets originating from the stationary host will be automatically routedalong an optimal path. Notice that route reversal is an integral part of LSR option processing. Ourscheme exploits this feature to provide optimal routing between stationary and mobile hosts.Mapping: In this proposal, the MR acts as an ATA, and is also responsible for maintaining theLD. The MAS acts an FA for mobile hosts that lie in its wireless cell. The key feature of thisproposal is that it enables function f to be co-located with all internet hosts without requiringchanges to host software. All internet hosts, when generating replies to packets that are receivedwith the LSR option, are required to do the route reversal [12]. For TCP connections, the routereversal is performed by the protocol processing module, and in case of UDP connections, thisresponsibility lies with the applications. From our reference architecture view point, the processof route reversal amounts to the task that an ATA is required to carry out. Thus, this schemeeectively exploits mechanisms already available within IP protocol, and achieves co-location ofATA with end hosts without requiring any modications to host software. It is worth mentioningthat this feature cannot be achieved using any scheme that is based on encapsulation. Unlike LSR,encapsulation is not a part of the standard IP protocol specication. Therefore, no internet hostcan generate encapsulated IP packets without suitable software modication.Another important feature of this scheme is that no special protocol is required for distributing30
and managing LD cache entries. LD entries are automatically acquired through the incoming LSRoption. Recall that packets which arrive at a stationary host already contain the address of theMAS. This, together with the source address of the packet, constitutes an LD cache entry. When ahost starts a new session with a mobile host, it has no LD cache entry for the destination. Naturally,the rst packet is routed to the destination via the MR. When the ACK for this packet arrives,it contains the LD cache entry6 in the incoming LSR option. This LD entry is maintained on aper-session basis, and it maintained only as long as the corresponding TCP session is alive. Whenthe session terminates, the corresponding LD entry is purged. If the destination moves duringan active session, the LD cache entry becomes inconsistent. However, it gets updated as soon asthe next packet from the destination arrives at the source. This constitutes a pure on-demand-cache-update policy which has a good scaling property. Following a host's movement, only thoseLD cache entries are updated which are in use. Compared with Sony's proposal, which requiresa message to be broadcast to the network, signicantly fewer messages are exchanged. Naturally,an on-demand-cache-update policy lends a scalable design; both with respect to the size of thenetwork, and the rate of host mobility.2.5 SummaryIn this chapter, we rst identied network layer concepts that play a crucial role in the designof mobile networking systems. We showed that the process of address translation is fundamentalto providing any solution to mobility at the network layer. Our proposed network architectureemploys three basic set of entities: Address Translation Agent, Forwarding Agent, and LocationDirectory, which co-operate with each other to carry out the operation of address translation. Theproposed architecture is general and exible. The architecture's generality enables it to captureall possible scenarios of communication between mobile and stationary hosts. Its exibility allowssucient freedom in terms of placement of these entities in the network.We showed that all candidate proposals for MobileIP can be visualized as special cases of ourproposed architecture. We demonstrated this by showing a one-to-one mapping between the entitiesin our architecture, and those required by the candidate proposals. Mappings represent set of designchoices (i.e., where in the network these entities are located) made in the candidate proposals (seeTable 2.2).In addition to these design choices, there are several other considerations such as inter-operability,backward-compatibility, security, and authentication, which also play a crucial role in the design ofa mobile networking system. In the next chapter, we'll describe the complete design and implemen-6All BSD 4.3 compliant TCP implementations copy this information in the TCP control block31
tation process of the LSR based mobile networking system, pointing out factors which inuencedour design decisions. Interested readers can refer to [48, 51, 23, 32] for a description of othermobileip systems.
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Property LSR Columbia Sony IETF Mobile-IPIn-campus Out-of-campusOptimal Routing Always Always Never Only if all routers aremodied NeverAddress TranslationMechanism Loose Source Routing Encapsulation Encapsulation EncapsulationAdditional AddressSpace Required None None Double Double None. But required when us-ing DHCP.Failure Modes MR is a single point offailure, but it does notaect on-going sessions Robust against localMSR failures Non-local Home Agent is a single pointof failure, and it aects all on-going sessionsScalability Good Good Poor ExcellentRoute Updates O(mobiles) O(mobiles) O(mobiles x routes) O(mobiles)Route Aquisition Automatic On demand Flooded Sent to Home AgentCompatibility with IP Total, so long as hostsand routers conform tostandards Total Requires majorchanges TotalSecurity Insecure Partially Secure Insecure Fully Secure Table2.2:Comparisonof
MobileIPschemes34
Chapter 3MobileIP: Design and ImplementationIt is desirable that the integration of mobile computers within the existing Internet be completelytransparent to the transport and higher layers so that users of mobile computers can continue torun existing applications on their computers. Any acceptable solution for mobility should inter-operate with the existing infrastructure and not require any modications to existing host or routersoftware. In the previous chapter, we described a general network layer architecture which meetsthese objectives. In this chapter, we present a detailed design of such a system.We consider a networking environment which consists of a set of base stations connected to thewired network. Base stations and mobile computers are equipped with wireless transmitters andreceivers which enable them to communicate with each other. At any point of time a mobile hostis reachable via some base station. Since a base station is stationary, its network address can beused to denote the location of all mobile hosts within its range. Our solution approach is to includelocation information within each IP packet destined to mobile hosts. We use an existing IP option(Loose Source Route) to carry the location information. The key feature of our design is that allfunctionality needed to manage and process location information is embedded in specialized entities,called Mobile Router and Mobile Access Station. This allows seamless integration of mobile hostsinto current networking infrastructure without requiring any changes to existing routers and hosts.As mobile computers move around, they break and reset wireless connection to the closest basestation. Despite transient disconnection, no disruption in service is noticed by applications. Thus,users continue to be in touch with networking resources regardless of their location and whetherthey are mobile or stationary.The proposed scheme was implemented on a set of IBM PS/2 and a set of IBM RT-PCs. EachPC was equipped with a 1 Mb/s infrared wireless LAN card. In the following, we desribe anoverview of our proposal and then present its implementation.35
3.1 System ComponentsOur system involves participation of three types of entities, viz., Mobile Host (MH),Mobile AccessStation (MAS), and Mobile Router (MR). The networking architecture that we assume is thatof a set of MASs connected through a wired backbone (see Figure 3.1). An MAS supports atleast one wireless interface and functions as a gateway between the wired and wireless side of thenetwork. Due to the limited range of wireless transceivers, a mobile host can setup a direct linklayer connection with an MAS only within a limited geographical region around it. This region isreferred to as an MAS's cell. The geographical area covered by a cell is a function of the mediumused for wireless communication. The range of infrared cells is typically limited to about 20 feet,while that of radio frequency cells could be signicantly larger.Within one campus or administrative domain there could be multiple (sub)networks reservedfor mobile hosts. Each (sub)network has a separate router which is referred to as Mobile Router(MR). Unlike other routers, an MR is not required to have an interface corresponding to the wireless(sub)net it serves. If an MR has a wireless interface then it can also function as an MAS. Theassociation between an MH and its current MAS is kept in a Location Directory (LD), which ismaintained at the MR.A mobile host retains its address regardless of which MAS cell it is in. It can start sessionswith other hosts (both mobile and stationary) and move into other MAS cells without disruptingany active sessions. The movement of a mobile host is completely transparent to the runningapplications, except possibly for a momentary pause which may occur while the cell switch takesplace. An MH can reside in the cell of only one MAS at any given time. Even if cells of two MASsspatially overlap, an MH routes its outgoing packets through only one of them. An MAS can havemultiple MHs in its cell.We use the term Correspondent Host (CH) to refer to the host communicating with an MH.In the following discussion, a stationary correspondent host is also referred to as Stationary Host(SH).3.2 System OperationOur scheme is based on the use of IP's LSR option. The LSR option provides a means for the sourcehost to supply partial routing information to be used by routers in forwarding the datagram to thedestination. A source can specify a list of routers which are to be visited in the specied sequencebefore the datagram is delivered to the nal destination. According to the host requirementsdocument [12], return trac to the originator of the loose source routed packet is also sent with36
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Figure 3.5: MH to MH (dierent cell)3.2.4 Mobile Host to Mobile Host in dierent cellsAn MH does not inspect the destination IP address to determine whether the destination host is astationary host or a mobile host. Consequently, it always starts o by sending packets with the LSRoption. By normal routing mechanisms, these packets are forwarded to the MR associated withthe destination MH (see arcs 1 and 2 in Figure 3.5). The MR extends the existing LSR option byinserting the address of the the MAS presently serving the destination MH, and then forwards thepacket. Normal routing procedure ensures that these packets get delivered to the MAS serving thedestination MH, followed by the destination MH (as shown by arcs 3 and 4 in Figure 3.5). Noticethat the LSR option list of the incoming packet contains addresses of two MASs { one servingthe source MH, and one serving the destination MH. The reply packets are sent by reversing theincoming loose source route, which follow the optimal path as denote by arcs 5, 6 and 7 in Figure3.5. Once the source MH receives a packet back from the destination MH, it can also send thesubsequent packets along the optimal path.3.3 Development PlatformOur development platform consists of a collection of IBM PS/2s and IBM RT personal computers.Each host is equipped with an infrared adapter and an infrared transceiver, or IRT (i.e. the partthat contains electronics for converting a digital data stream into IR signals and vice-versa). Theseinfrared devices operate at 1 Mbps speed and provide network coverage up to a distance of 20 to 25feet. A local area network formed by a collection of IR devices operates much like an ethernet. The39





















PCMCIA  busFigure 3.6: Block diagram of infrared LAN adapterFigure 3.6 shows a block diagram of an IR adapter card. It consists of a Network InterfaceController (NIC), interface logic to the system bus, and interface logic to the IRT. The NIC consistsof a CSMA based protocol engine and the necessary logic to support a speed matching FIFO betweenthe system bus and the IR link. The IR network adapter card can plug into a variety of standardsystem bus interfaces, such as ISA, MicroChannel and PCMCIA. Its interface to a system bus isthrough an 8 bit wide data and address bus. Since the IRT only operates at 1 Mbps, an 8 bit wideinterface is sucient to operate the output link at full speed. The card also has a local SRAM forbuering transmit and receive data packets. The total buering capacity is 32K, which is equallydivided into 16K of transmit and receive buers. On board buers allow operating system softwareto manage incoming and outgoing data without fear of overrun or underrun conditions.40
1 Mbps Infrared Transceiver: An infrared transceiver operates at 1 Mbps speeds. The IRsignal ( 880 nm wavelength) emitted from transceiver is reected o all solid objects and illuminatesthe whole room. Due to diusion of light waves, transmitter/receiver pairs can communicate evenif they are not in line-of-sight of each other. The IRT is connected to the NIC through an opticalmodem which is responsible for encoding and decoding digital signals transmitted or received fromthe NIC.Network Interface Controller: The NIC used on the IR card is an Intel 83593 chip which iscapable of supporting the IEEE 802.3 protocol. The basic operation of the NIC is very similar to anethernet NIC. Since the 82593 chip was originally designed to interface with ethernet transceivers, aoptical modem is required to interface the chip and the transciever. The main operation of the NICis to manage packet transmission and reception. The programming interface to NIC is availablethrough two I/O ports which are used by the infrared device driver (eth ir.c()).3.3.2 Infrared MAC ProtocolThe infrared band constitutes a single channel which is shared among multiple stations by a simplelisten-before-talk protocol. Each IR station has a globally unique 6 byte identier, which is usedas its MAC address. The access method uses a carrier sense mechanism to determine whether thewireless medium is available for transmission. Packet is transmitted if the carrier is found free.To reduce the chances of collision during transmission, the IR card implements a random backoarrangement. Random backo is used because collision detection is not possible on the wirelessmedium. Hardware does not provide any support for recovery from lost frames. It is up to higherlayers to detect and support recovery from lost frames.Although the MAC protocol allows direct point-to-point communication between any pair ofnodes, this feature is rarely used in practice. In most cases, data is exchanged between mobilenodes and the access point. At the MAC layer, all nodes appear identical. There is no way tond out whether a specic MAC address corresponds to an access point. Access point discovery,therefore, must be supported at higher layers. In our implementation, access points periodicallybroadcast beacons which serve as access point advertisement messages. Ideally, this function shouldbe provided by the link layer, but in this case, we had to implement it at the network layer.3.3.3 Running IP over IR LANThe rst step toward building a working implementation of MobileIP was to layer the IP protocolstack atop the infrared interface. This was achieved by mapping the IP layer's output routine41
to the IR driver's entry point and coupling the driver interrupt service routine with IP's inputqueue. Similar changes were needed for the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) as well. Figure 3.7illustrates the sequence of steps involved in packet transmission. The IP layer passes packet in theform of an mbuf1 chain to the IR device driver. The IR driver strips mbuf headers, adds a MACheader to the packet, and copies it onto the transmit buer. When the wireless medium is free, theNIC empties the contents of the transmit buer and issues a transmit complete interrupt to theCPU. The CPU at this point can reschedule the driver output routine and process the next packetfor transmission.
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SRAMb. Receive PathFigure 3.7: Layering IP over infrared LAN adapterOn the receive side (see Figure 3.7), the NIC channels the incoming bit-stream directly to thereceive frame buer, and issues an interrupt to the CPU when frame reception is complete. At thispoint, the driver interrupt service routine takes over the charge. It rst strips the MAC headerfrom the received frame, converts it into mbuf format, and then copies it to the main memory. TheIP layer picks up this packet for further processing.Once it became possible to encapsulate IP frames within IR MAC frames, two hosts could beginto communicate over wireless. Some problems, however, quickly surfaced:1mbuf is a data dynamic data structure used for storing packets in the memory.42
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Figure 3.8: System Overview3.4 System DescriptionThe MobileIP system can viewed of as consisting of two parts, viz., the packet routing part andthe location information management part (see Figure 3.8). Actions related to packet routing areperformed in the kernel. To avoid creating new data structures, location information is storedimplicitly in the kernel routing table. This approach has some obvious advantages. First, min-imal kernel modications are needed to route packets to and from MHs. Secondly, with a littlemodication, the existing route command can be used to manipulate the location information. Inthe following, we rst describe how packets are routed among various components and how loca-tion information is managed. Later, a description of the processing required at each component isincluded. 43
3.4.1 Packet RoutingFor each MH, which has an address on the wireless (sub)net served by an MR, a host route ismaintained by the MR. The current location information of the MH, i.e., the address of the MASserving the MH, is kept in the gateway eld of the routing table entry. This routing table entryis distinguished from other entries by the presence of a new ag called RTF MOBILE. Since the MRadvertizes reachability to the range of addresses on the mobile (sub)net, an IP packet destined toan MH is rst routed to the MR for further delivery. At the MR, one of the host routes with theRTF MOBILE ag is chosen to route this packet. The MR knows how to interpret the RTF MOBILEag; that ag species that the MR should insert the LSR option in this packet (by using theMAS2 as the intermediate hop) before forwarding it. Due to the inserted LSR option, this packetis delivered to the MAS currently serving the destination MH. The LSR option is processed hereand, nally, the packet is delivered to the MH.An MAS performs the forwarding function between the wired and the wireless interface. Itkeeps a host route corresponding to each MH residing in its cell. Thus, an IP packet which isdestined to one of the MHs in its cell is delivered to the MH by the MAS.Processing of packets originating from MHs is relatively simpler. An MH always keeps a defaultroute to the MAS currently serving it. This routing table entry also has the RTF MOBILE ag set,meaning that the LSR option should be used on all outgoing packets. Packets originating from anMH are source routed via the current MAS and are delivered to the nal destination by the normalrouting mechanism. The reply packets use the reverse route and are delivered back to the MH bythe optimal route.3.4.2 Location Information PropagationWe now describe how the location information, which is implicitly maintained by routing tableentries at the MR, MAS, and MH, is updated when an MH switches cells.A server program (beacon snd) running on the MAS periodically broadcasts beacons on thewireless interface. These beacon packets contain the IP address of the MAS. An MH, upon enteringthe MAS's cell, receives these beacons and sets up the MAS as its default router. At the sametime the MH also sends an mh2mr message to its MR. This message contains the new locationinformation of the MH and a timestamp. A server (mr serv) running at the MR receives thismessage, uses the location information contained in it to update the MR's routing table, andnoties the previous MAS serving the MH about its migration by sending it a delete host route2The IP address of the MAS currently serving the MH is available from the gateway eld of the routing tableentry. 44
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Figure 3.10: An IP header with LSR option
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Packet  after  LSR  insertionPacket  passed  by  the  transport  layerFigure 3.11: LSR insertion by an MHUnlike cell discovery which is performed by a user level process, the LSR option insertion isperformed in the MH kernel (see Figure 3.9). The transport layer (TCP, UDP) running at an MHpasses packets to the IP layer for further delivery. The IP layer at the MH is required to modifythis packet before passing it on to the network interface. If the outgoing packet does not containthe LSR option, then conceptually the MH must insert the LSR option and specify the MAS as theonly intermediate router. In some cases, the packet passed by the transport layer already containsthe LSR option. This option is formed by reversing the route contained in the LSR option of anincoming packet. An existing LSR option in an outgoing packet has already been extended by
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the MR to include the local MAS as a required intermediate router for the source route. Thismodel of operation conforms to the description given in Comer[16]. However, since in most currentimplementations all routing is done on the basis of the destination address, the actual operationis somewhat dierent (see Figures 3.11 and 3.12). The only routine which needs modication isip output(). The changes are described below:if ( pkt does not have LSR option) finsert LSR option in pkt;first address in option list = pkt.destination;pkt.destination = MAS address;g else /* option already exists by TCP route reversal */if ( pkt.destination != MAS address )pkt.destination = MAS address;Suppose a packet from a CH arrives at the MH and thus has an LSR option. Suppose also thatbefore a reply is sent, the MH switches to another MAS cell. The destination address contained inthe reply packet will be that of the previous MAS. Since the MH has already left the previous MAScell, it is necessary to modify the destination address of this packet to the address of the currentMAS. After this packet reaches the CH, the subsequent packets originating from the CH will followthe reverse route and arrive at the MH via the current MAS. Thus, no interruption in the activetransport layer session will be observed.3.4.4 Processing at a Mobile Access StationThe primary function of an MAS is to provide an access point through which an MH, regardless ofits address, can attach itself to the network. To forward packets to MHs, an MAS should keep ahost route corresponding to each MH that resides in its cell. The host route is installed by the MASkernel as soon as the rst packet (e.g, ARP packet) is received from the MH. Beyond this point, theexisting ip forward() code is able to forward packets to the MH via the wireless interface. Whenan MH moves out of the MAS cell, the corresponding host route at the MAS should be deleted,otherwise the MAS would continue to transmit packets to the MH which no longer exists in itscell. As mentioned earlier, a server process (mas serv) running on the MAS performs the deletionof the host route when it receives a delete host route message from the MR.After an MH moves out of the MAS cell, the packets addressed to it may still arrive at theMAS. These packets could be directly forwarded to the MAS currently serving the migrated MH.This, however, would require the MAS to maintain forwarding pointers for all MHs even afterthey migrate out of its cell, thereby, unnecessarily increasing the protocol complexity and memory47
overhead. We wanted to design a system where there was no need for any information exchangeamong MASs. Therefore, packets which cannot be delivered by the MAS are returned to the MRassociated with the destination MH. Note that the MAS need not know the address of the MR forthis purpose. The MAS only forwards this packet on to the wired side of the network. The normalrouting mechanism automatically delivers this packet to the MR, since it is the router to the MH'shome subnet. It is necessary to mark these returned packets from MAS so that MR can distinguishthem from other packets. Since there is no extra space available in the packet where this markingcan be incorporated, we do it implicitly by setting the last address in the LSR option equal to thepacket destination address.
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driver_output()Figure 3.13: Kernel processing at Mobile Router3.4.5 Processing at a Mobile RouterAn MR performs the following two functions:1. Maintains location information of all MHs on its (sub)net.2. Forwards packets to MHs (via an MAS) by inserting/updating the LSR option.Location information is nothing but the necessary routing information which is maintained at anMR. Therefore, the most convenient place for storing it is the kernel routing table. Correspondingto each MH, a host route is maintained at the MR. The gateway eld of the route table entry storesthe address of the MAS which servers the MH. Each time an MH switches to another cell, it sendsa location update message (mh2mr) to the MR. A user level process (mr serv) receives this messageand updates the routing table by executing a route command.48
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Figure 3.14: Packet processing at MRActions related to the LSR option insertion are performed in the kernel. The only routine thatneeds modication is ip forward(). Packets arriving at the MR, which are destined to some MH,can be classied into four categories depending on the contents of their LSR option. For each case,Figure 3.14 shows the format of incoming and outgoing packets. The steps taken by the MR areoutlined below.1. Packets originating from a Stationary Host : The packet originating from a stationaryhost and destined to some MH usually does not contain any LSR option until it reaches the MRassociated with the destination MH. The MR modies this packet (as shown in case 1 of Figure3.14) by inserting an LSR option in it. Notice that the original packet destination address is movedin the LSR option list and the new packet destination is set equal to the address of the MASpresently serving the MH. This modication causes this packet to be forwarded to the MAS, where49
the LSR option is processed, and nally the packet is delivered to the MH.2. Packets originating from a Mobile Host : An MR can also receive packets which alreadycontain the LSR option. This can happen, for example, when an MH (say MH1) starts up a sessionwith another MH (say MH2). Suppose, in addition, that MH1 and MH2 reside in the cells of MAS1and MAS2, respectively. When the packet originated from MH1 arrives at the MR, it appears asshown in case 2 of Figure 3.14. The destination address in the packet header contains the IP addressof MH2. The LSR option list contains the address of MAS1 with the pointer pointing beyond theend of the address list.The MR takes the destination address and appends it to the end of the option list and placesthe IP address of MAS2 into the destination eld of the packet header. The normal forwardingmechanism rst delivers the packet to MAS2, and the packet is nally delivered to MH2.3. Packets returned from a Mobile Access Station : A packet arriving at the MR couldalso be from an MAS which failed to deliver this packet to the target MH. As in the previous case,this packet also contains the LSR option with one address and pointer pointing beyond the endof the address list (see case 3 in Figure 3.14). However, unlike the previous case, the MR shouldforward this packet to the current MAS serving the MH without extending the LSR option list. Todo that, the MR should be able to distinguish this packet from the packets mentioned in case 2.The MR compares the destination address of this packet against the address contained in the LSRoption list. If it is a packet returned from an MAS, then these two addresses are same. In this case,the MR sets the destination address eld in the packet to the address of the current MAS servingthe MH, resets the pointer in the LSR option to the beginning of the address list, and forwards thepacket.4. Incorrectly processed packets from a Stationary Host : When an MH starts a con-versation with an SH, the packets arriving at the SH contain the LSR option. If the SH correctlyprocesses the LSR option, the reply packets will automatically follow the reverse path without anyinvolvement of the MR. Unfortunately, several IP implementations, such as 4.3 BSD and SUN OS4.1, do not correctly process the LSR option. Even though the incoming source route is reversedand included in the reply packet, the destination address is set equal to the original source andthe pointer is made to point to the end of the option list. This has the eect of sending thepacket straight back to the original source, rather than sending it along the reverse path. Sincethe destination of this packet is an MH, normal routing mechanism delivers this packet to the MRassociated with the MH. A sample of such a packet is shown in case 4 of Figure 3.14.The MR checks the last address in the LSR option list. If this address is of the MAS associated50
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Figure 3.15: Cell SwitchingFigure 3.15 illustrates the set of messages that are exchanged and the sequence of events thattake place when the mobile host moves from the cell of MAS1 to MAS2. Figure 3.16 shows thetemporal relationship among the events that occur during the process cell switch. ts denotes thetime when MH1 enters the wireless cell of MAS2 and tf marks the completion of the locationupdate protocol. MH1 starts receiving beacons from MAS2 the moment it enters the wireless cellof MAS2, but it continues to route its outgoing packets via MAS1 until it moves out of the rangeof MAS1. The beacon receiver at MH1 is responsible for detecting this event. In Figure 3.16,51
the interval (t1   ts) denotes the latency of detecting the cell switch.The process of cell switching starts by changing the default routing table entry at the mobilehost. This change is sucient to cause all packets to be relayed via the new MAS. The MH1 isresponsible for notifying its home router, MRh, about its new location. This is accomplished bythe use of mh2mr protocol handshake (the details of this protocol can be found in appendix A).When the rst packet from MH1 arrives atMAS2, it updates its routing table to add a host routecorresponding toMH1. This modication was embedded in the ARP protocol processing atMAS2.When the rst packet from a new host arrives at the wireless interface (usually the ARP requestpacket), before the reply is generated, a route is automatically installed. Notice that this processingis not required for each packet that arrives at MAS2. In fact, doing so would be computationallyvery expensive.The mh2mr message carries the new location information of the mobile host. When this messagearrives at MRh, it is required to update the LD to reect this change. Since location directoryis implicitly maintained in the form of the routing table, updates to the LD are performed in twosteps: 1) deletion of the previous routing table entry, followed by 2) installing a new table entry.This is because, the unix system call interface does not support any update operation on routingtable entries. The period (t5  t4) should be as small as possible to prevent loss of any packets thatarrive during the interval for which MRh does not have the appropriate routing table entry.Location updates issued fromMH1 must be communicated toMRh in a reliable fashion. There-fore,MRh is required to send an mh2mr ack toMH1, when update to its routing table is committed.Instead of choosing TCP to relay mh2mr packets, we decided to design our own handshake protocolusing UPD messages. There were several reasons behind it. Latency of the UDP based mh2mr protocol is 3 times less than that of TCP; TCP requires 3round-trips worth of time (connection setup, data-ack, FIN-Close) to transmit a single packet. Processing overhead of TCP is more than UDP based protocols. For a single data-ack typeof transaction, TCP is a very heavy duty protocol to use. In addition, if the mobility rateis very high, setting up a TCP connection for each arriving update will be infeasible due tomemory and CPU limitations. Since mh2mr packets are likely to be lost, relying on TCP's retransmission policy will causelarge delays in the execution of the LD update protocol. A UDP based protocol provides ex-ibility to implement more aggressive retransmission policies, and ne tune the retransmissiontimer for a specic mobile environment.When the MR sends an ACK to the MH, it also sends a notication to the previous MAS askingit to delete its host route corresponding to the migrated mobile host. The details of this protocol52
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Figure 3.16: Timing Diagram3.5.1 Optimizing LD UpdatesWe mentioned earlier that during the period (t5 t4), no routing information for the MH is available.If a packet destined for the MH arrives at MR during this interval it can potentially create a53
routing loop. Since in this period, the MR does not have a host specic routing table entry for thisdestination, it will use its default route to relay this packet to the next hop router. But the nexthop router will bounce this packet back to MR since MR is the router which advertised reachabilityto the destination. In the following we describe three approaches for solving this problem, whereeach one was an improvement over the previous one.Application Controlled UpdatesDue to its simplicity, this approach was used in the rst version of the implementation. AIX 1.2provides a user level command, route, which can be used to install and delete routing table entries.When an mh2mr packet arrives at the MR, the location update server forks and then spawns achild process which executes the route command. Table 3.2 shows the average time to execute theroute command at low and high priorities.System Call Assisted UpdatesAs an improvement over the previous scheme, the next step was to directly call rt ioctl() systemcall from within the location update server and avoid the cost of spawning a new process.Supporting Atomic UpdatesTo improve things further, we designed a new system call interface to support update operations onrouting table entries. We added a new SIOC UPDTRT parameter to the ioctl() system call. Thisallowed us to directly manipulate routing table entries. Since updates to shared data structuresare done within critical sections, an update operation to the routing table is atomic.Performance Comparison: Since the PS/2 hardware does not provide access to the hardwareclock, to access the relative performance improvements of these proposed modications, we re-implemented the new system call interface on a RS/6000 machine. The table 3.2 shows the resultsof our measurements.LD Updates Application directed System Call assisted Atomic Updateplow phigh plow phighmean 50.97ms 40.34ms 0.162ms 0.152ms 0.067 msTable 3.2: Performance Comparison of LD update strategies54
3.5.2 OverheadThe processing and memory requirements of our scheme are very moderate. The overhead of storingthe LSR option is 8 bytes per packet ( and 12 bytes in case of MH to MH communication, whenthey reside in dierent cells). Assuming that the average packet size is 500 bytes and most ofthe communication is between MHs and SHs, the overhead of carrying LSR option is less than2%. Each host route requires 128 bytes of memory as it is stored in an mbuf3. At an MAS, thenumber of host routes is equal to the cell population. If we assume 20 as an upper bound on thecell population, only 2K bytes would be required to keep the routing information. At an MR,the number of host routes will equal the number of mobiles which are assigned addresses on thewireless subnet. Suppose an MR serves 256 mobile hosts, then it will require about 32K bytesto store the location information. Given that we only require one MR per wireless subnet, thisis a very reasonable gure. It is worth mentioning that it is not necessary to keep the locationinformation in the kernel routing table. We did it only to simplify our implementation eort. Afurther reduction in data memory requirement can be achieved if a separate table is used to keepthe location information, although more processing would be required.3.6 CritiqueAlternative solutions for supporting mobility are based on the encapsulation approach. This ap-proach relies on the presence of a packet forwarding agent which can perform a packet encap-sulation/decapsulation function. A packet destined to a mobile host is intercepted by a packetforwarding agent. Intercepted packets are encapsulated and forwarded using the address of anotheragent that is located close to the mobile host. The destination agent strips the encapsulation headerand relays the original packet to the mobile host.The major problem with this approach is that routing is always sub-optimal, unless the packetforwarding agent is located close to the source. Another problem is the fragmentation and reassem-bly required at the packet forwarding agent. It has been observed that the majority of packetsin the network are either very short or very large in size. Packet fragmentation may occur at thepacket forwarding agent if the extra bytes added for encapsulation cause a packet to exceed itsmaximum transmission size. This may also happen at an MR when it inserts the LSR option.However, the risk of fragmentation is higher in an encapsulation based approach because the addedencapsulation header size is greater than the LSR option size.The LSR approach also has a few shortcomings. The rst problem is that UDP[39] agents3mbuf is a data structure that is used for dynamic memory allocation in Unix55
do not perform route reversal. As a result, UDP packets originating from a stationary host arealways routed sub-optimally via a mobile router. Notice that if there is no encapsulating agentclose to the stationary host, any scheme based on encapsulation approach will also suer from thisproblem. One approach to get around this problem is to distribute the MR functionality amongmultiple cooperating MR agents and place them close to the UDP sources. This also improves therobustness of the system.Another problem with the LSR option is that there is a potential security risk associated withits use. The authentication mechanisms which are based on the source address lookup can easilybe broken with the use of the LSR option. For this reason, many routers disable this. Notethat encapsulation based methods also have the same problem unless each address translationagent (such as an Mobile Support Router (MSR) in the Columbia scheme [22]) knows every otherforwarding agent. We should not overlook the benets of source routing only on the basis of securitylimitation. IP itself has a lot of security holes. Besides, mobile networks, due to wireless links,are quite prone to security attacks. Better methods for data and address encryption are requiredto make wireless networks robust against impersonation attempts. In the future, some of thosetechniques can be used to make the LSR usage more secure.Another concern that has been raised is related to the performance aspect of LSR. Comparedto normal IP packets, more processing time is required to process packets which contain options.Existing routers manufactured by router vendors have specialized code to rapidly forward IP packetsthat do not contain any IP options. It is, however, not dicult to optimize this, since a similarperformance enhancement could be made for packets containing precisely the IP LSR option withoption data of the expected length(s). In the normal case, routers would not have to do any furtherprocessing, but would only have to forward the IP packet unchanged.The following is a brief summary of the comparison of the two approaches.Criteria LSR EncapsulationExisting Implementation Usually Poor NonexistentImpersonation Easy spoof Easy spoofRouter Eciency Not optimized OptimizedAdditional Fragmentation Less MoreICMP error propagation Correct IncorrectFragmentation/Reassembly End-to-End Done by encapsulating agent56
3.7 SummaryIn summary, we have shown that LSR provides a fast and elegant solution to the problem ofproviding seamless networking for mobile hosts using the Internet Protocol. The use of LSR alsoenables optimal routing in most cases, without incurring the expense of agents interceding for thedestination hosts, as long as those hosts implement IP as it has been specied now for a decade.Besides using LSR, our approach demonstrates a modular construction with good separationbetween layer 2 (MAC/link layer) and layer 3 (IP) functions (see Figure 3.8). The beaconing,cell discovery, and cell switch mechanisms are all quite distinct from location update and routingmechanisms. Either feature could be replaced without substantially aecting the other. Indeed,new cell discovery mechanisms are likely to become commercially available at protocol layer 2, andour system will still work in almost exactly the same way.Lastly, our system has shown itself to be quite practical. We have had test systems running inour laboratory for over two years with the current implementation. The mobile hosts are quite us-able, and all new kernels and other programs have been installed by wireless le transfers of varioussorts. The application transparency has been perfect; X11, NFS, and all the normal networkingsoftware has required absolutely no change. The only change above the IP network layer has beento eliminate the route-caching feature built into TCP for performance reasons. We have not noticedany signicant slowdown in operation of the wireless network except for bulk data transfers, andthat is due to the relatively slow speed of our wireless adapter hardware.
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Chapter 4Seamless MobilityMobileIP enables distributed networking applications to run in a non-disruptive fashion while al-lowing hosts running these applications to change their attachment points to the network. Implicitin the MobileIP scheme is an assumption that a mobile host has single physical interface whichis used to connect to the network. This interface is assigned an IP address, which remains xedduring the lifetime of the host. Though a mobile host frequently changes its location, it continuesto use the same physical interface to connect to the network. In other words, the layer 2 mediumthrough which the mobile host connects remains unchanged. An example is a laptop equippedwith an infrared adapter card. When the user carries it to another room, it uses the same physicaladapter card for communication. Only the access point changes.In this chapter, we consider a mobile computing environment where a variety of layer 2 connec-tivity options are made available to roaming hosts. We assume that a mobile host is equipped withmultiple physical interfaces, such as infrared, RF wireless, and/or Ethernet. More than one networkinterface could be in use at the same time. Since each host interface is required to be associatedwith an IP address, a host of this kind will have multiple IP addresses. In the Internet terminology,a host which is equipped with multiple communication interfaces is termed a multihomed host [13] .A multihomed host has multiple identities (IP addresses), and each one of those can be used to setup a network connection to the host. Depending on the address that is used during the connectionset up phase, the associated physical interface is used to send or receive packets.Consider an oce environment where a mobile user connects a laptop to the network via twointerfaces: ethernet and infrared. The ethernet interface is used to connect the laptop to a le serverand a compute server. The infrared interface is used to form a personal area network of computingdevices located in the oce premises, such as printers, phones, active badges, and PDAs. Supposethis user now carries the laptop to a conference room where ethernet connectivity is not available;the network access is possible only through an infrared interface. Despite a change in the layer 2medium, it is natural that the user will desire access to the same networking environment that is58
available from the oce location. To provide this functionality, it will be necessary to switch someconnections from the ethernet to the infrared interface.The following two requirements naturally follow from the description of this scenario: A technique for switching from one communication medium to another without disruptingactive network connections. A method for moving specic connections; instead of moving all active connections from onemedium to another at the same time.We show that support for this exibility can be provided within the MobileIP framework byco-locating the forwarding agent and the mobile host. The support for media switching can beembedded at any layer in the protocol stack. In section 4.1, we discuss various design considerationthat motivate a network layer solution to this problem. In section 4.3 we describe our solution.Finally, in section 4.5 we describe how our solution can be extended to support connection levelswitching.4.1 Design ObjectivesThe following list reviews the high level design considerations, which motivate a network layersolution to this problem.Media Independence: A variety of wireless services today are available. Some are designedto provide only in-building coverage while others are suitable for use only in a wide area setting.No wireless technology is expected to provide universal coverage, since each caters to a nicheapplication area. It is expected that mobile hosts will connect to the Internet through a varietyof link types, depending on their location. Ensuring that the same solution works across an arrayof dierent technologies is an import design consideration. As long as the underlying link layersupports the encapsulation of IP packets, it should be possible to connect mobile hosts through anew communication medium and resume suspended sessions if any exist. In addition, support formedia switching should be independent of the underlying communication medium.Media Adaptation: The ability of a system to respond to variations in link availability andbandwidth is important. Since mobile hosts sometime move out of the coverage area of the wirelesslink, a mechanism should be available so that alternate media can be utilized to retain activesessions. 59
Software Intensive Philosophy: Certainly, it is possible to design network interfaces thatprovide support for media switching at the hardware level. A network interface of this type willsupport connections to multiple network types and hide media switching from the protocols runningon mobile hosts. However, such a solution is bound to be inexible and expensive. It will limitswitching capability to only a few network types. Moreover, the added complexity will make thehardware costly. Software-based solutions reduce the complexity of network hardware by movingfunctionality into the software of the end-node. This makes software solutions more economical,and at the same time, independent of any specic hardware technology.Backward Compatibility: A switch from one communication medium to another should becompletely transparent to existing applications. It should not compromise the ability of existinginternet hosts to communicate with multihomed mobiles and vice-versa. This is possible only ifmedia switching is completely hidden from protocols at and above the transport layer.Media switching essentially means a change in a host's attachment point to the network.Whether or not this change is visible at the network layer depends on the conguration of hostinterfaces. For example, if a host equipped with two network interfaces is assigned only one IPaddress, then a change in the network interface does not constitute a move at the network layer.Interface switching becomes visible at the network layer when each interface has a dierent IPaddress. In the following, we consider various addressing options for multihomed hosts and discusstheir implications for supporting media switching at the network layer.4.2 Addressing ConsiderationsIn the subsequent discussion, a host equipped with multiple network interfaces will be referred toas a multihomed host. For a multihomed host, each network interface represents a separate physicalpoint of attachment to the network. The notion of attachment that is visible at the network layer,however, is quite dierent. Each IP address that is assigned to the host represents a separate logicalinterface or logical point of attachment to the Internet. Usually there is a one to one correspondencebetween the physical and the logical interfaces of a host. However, other types of mappings arealso possible and are not ruled out by the Internet architecture.In the Internet architecture, transport layer entities do not have a separate identication. Net-work layer addresses in conjunction with port numbers are used for the identication of transportlayer entities. In the case of a multihomed host, for each connection originating or terminating atthe mobile host, one of the IP addresses (among the pool of many) must be chosen as an endpointidentier. If some fault within the network renders that IP address unreachable (e.g., the faultin the network interface, router, or the physical wire constituting the last hop of the connection)60










MultihomedFigure 4.1: Setting TCP connections with a multihomed hostConsider a mobile host (MH) which is equipped with two network interfaces (see Figure 4.1). Theinterface which connects it to network x is assigned an address IPX . Similarly, the other networkinterface, IPY , connects it to network y. To set up a connection with the multihomed host, asource host rst sends a query to the Domain Name Server (DNS). The DNS returns a list ofall addresses that are allocated to the MH. The source can pick any address from this list to setup transport layer connections with the MH. The interface associated with the chosen address isthe used to send and receive packets for that connection. Suppose the source chooses IPX to setup a connection with the mobile host. If the MH is connected to its home network (as shown inFigure 4.1), then packets will be delivered to the MH by the normal routing process. Otherwise, ifthe MH is connected via a foreign network, MobileIP will ensure correct delivery of packets.Our objective is to design a solution that will ensure correct delivery of packets even if the61




















Figure 4.2: Switching within Home Network4.3.1 Switching within Home NetworkSuppose an active TCP session between the source (S) and IPX is in progress, and, in the middle ofthis connection, the interface IPX is disconnected from network x (see Figure 4.2). When the MHdetects this event1, it can make the necessary changes in its routing table so that packets originatingfrom the MH are routed through the second interface (IPY ). These packets must contain IPX inthe source address eld, otherwise the TCP connection between S and the MH will break. Thenormal IP routing process will cause these packets to be delivered to S. The problem, however, isthat packets which are addressed to IPX will never arrive at the MH since they will continue to berouted to network x.In the previous two chapters, we demonstrated how MobileIP enables hosts to migrate from onenetwork to another without disrupting any transport layer connections. The basic idea here is toview interface switching as a special case of host migration. Within the Internet architecture, eachIP address denotes a logical host. Failure of a host interface can be interpreted as the migrationof the associated logical host from its home network to a foreign network which is denoted bythe address of the second interface. Borrowing from MobileIP proposals, where the address of aforwarding agent is used to route packets to a host's current point of attachment, we propose to1Either by an explicit notication from the hardware or by loss of beacons.62
use the address of the second host interface in place of the forwarding agent address. Since thesecond host interface is connected to its home network2, its address can be used for the purpose offorwarding packets to the MH. However, in order for this scheme to work, the MH must be capableof acting as its own forwarding agent.When the network interface X is disconnected, the MH sends a location update message to thelocation directory (LDX) associated with its home, network x. This message contains the addressof the second interface (IPY ) through which it can send/receive packets. The LD interprets IPYto be the address of the forwarding agent associated with the MH and records the associationIPX ! IPY in its table. When the source (S) sends packets which are addressed to IPX , theyare delivered to network x by the normal internet routing process. At this point the home routerperforms the necessary address translation operation on the packet and relays it to the forwardingagent associated with the MH (in this case, the interface IPY ). To perform address translation,the home router appends a new header if using encapsulation or inserts a new address in the sourceroute option. Once the packet arrives at the MH, it can strip the extra addressing informationand again relay the packet to the network layer protocol processing module for further processing.This amounts to twice the normal network layer protocol processing: once for the processing ofthe outer IP encapsulation header and again for the inner IP header. If LSR is used instead ofIP within IP encapsulation, the overhead is considerably less, since in addition to the normal IPheader processing a single LSR option processing is required.4.3.2 Switching within Foreign NetworkFigure 4.3 shows the scenario in which the alternative interface is connected to a foreign network.This happens when the MH sets up a TCP connection to a host (S), moves to a foreign network(Z), and then connects to a local forwarding agent (address = IPZ) via its second interface. Inthis case, the MH takes the following two actions:1. The MH sends a location update message to its home, network x, indicating that its newforwarding agent is IPY . The LDX records the association IPX ! IPY in its table.2. The MH also sends a location update message to its second home, network y, notifying it ofthe address of the forwarding agent IPZ through which its second interface is connected tothe foreign network. The LDY records the association IPY ! IPZ in its table.The purpose of the rst step is to register the address of the second interface as the forwardingaddress for all packets destined to IPX . Once the registration sequence is complete, the MobileIP2The next section covers the case when this is not true63
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Figure 4.3: Switching within Foreign Network64
4.4 Operational DescriptionTo support media switching within a MobileIP system, the only modication required is at themobile host. From a Mobile Router point of view, it makes no dierence whether the mobilehost and the forwarding agent are two separate entities or they are co-located. In both cases, theMobileIP protocol tunnels packets to the address of the forwarding agent.The mobile host performs some additional protocol processing when the two entities are co-located. If Loose Source Routing is used as an address translation mechanism, then co-location isachieved without any software modications. Although incoming packets undergo two iterations ofIP processing, the normal LSR processing is sucient to carry out both steps.
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Figure 4.4: Processing at the MHFigure 4.4 shows various stages of IP header processing at the mobile host. Both input andoutput are now two-phase processes. In the rst phase, processing on behalf of an MAS is carriedout. Packets arriving at the mobile host contain the address of the secondary interface (IPY ) inthe destination address eld. By the normal LSR option processing, the destination is set to IPX .65
At this point the packet looks as if it just arrived from an MAS (compare this with Figure 3.12).In the second phase, the normal MH processing is carried out. This involves saving the incomingLSR option in the TCP control block and then passing this packet to the TCP layer for furtherprocessing.During output, the same two steps are carried out in the reverse oder. When the packet isreceived from the TCP layer, the MH inserts the LSR option in the packet. By normal routereversal operation, the destination is set equal to IPY (which happens to be address of the secondinterface). This packet loops back into the IP input processing queue. When the LSR optionprocessing is carried out, the new destination is set equal to the address of the stationary host(SH). At this point, the packet is released in the network.Naturally, some extra packet processing overhead is incurred during input and output process-ing. However, the overhead of additional processing is nominal. It does not cause any slowdownin the operation of the system. We veried this by conducting large le transfer experiments be-tween a stationary and a mobile host. We measured ftp transfer times before and after interfaceswitching for a range of le sizes. A summary of measurements is shown in Table 4.1. Our mobilehost (gomati.cs.umd.edu) is an IBM RT-PC workstation equipped with an infrared and an eth-ernet interface. The stationary host (tapti.cs.umd.edu) is an IBM RS6000 workstation. AnotherIBM RT-PC (notrump.cs.umd.edu) operates as the mobile router. In these experiments, the ftpsession was set up between the stationary host and the infrared interface of the mobile host. Be-fore interface switching, packets are relayed to the mobile host via a base station. After the ftpsession is switched to the ethernet interface, the mobile host starts performing two-phase protocolprocessing. Yet, we do not observe any degradation in throughput. On the contrary, throughputimproves. This is because the ethernet is 10 times faster than the infrared LAN. To make a faircomparison, we performed another le transfer experiment in which ftp session was set up directlyto the ethernet interface of the mobile host. In this case the mobile host carries out normal protocolprocessing.File transfer times in column 3 and 4 are roughly the same. The dierence is in the range of100ms - 300 ms. This is because when the interface switching is performed, the rst few packetsof the ftp session are routed through the mobile router. This introduces a few round trip worthof delays in the ftp session. Once both ends of the session have exchanged one round of packets,the trac starts to follow the optimal path; i.e., it is not routed via the mobile router. Since thetime dierence between column 3 and 4 is not proportional to the le size, we can conclude thatthe protocol processing is not the bottleneck; the performance of the system is limited by the linkspeed. 66
File Size File Transfer Time (sec.) Throughput (Kbytes/sec.)(Mbytes) BeforeSwitching(infrared) AfterSwitching(ethernet) Directethernet BeforeSwitching(infrared) AfterSwitching(ethernet) Directethernet1.63 75.74 14.01 13.72 21.52 114.1 116.50.8 34.30 6.63 6.476 23.32 119.6 122.50.1 4.31 0.92 0.81 23.20 108.6 123.45Table 4.1: Performance Comparison of Switching Overhead4.5 Connection level ReroutingThe mechanisms proposed here, in eect, cause all packets addressed to one specic network in-terface to be re-routed via another interface. Since switching is performed at the network layer,all sessions are moved at the same time. The system can be made more exible by adding con-trol mechanisms that allow switching to be performed on a session by session basis. This is easilyachieved by modifying the mh2mr protocol. The basic idea is to include the TCP/UDP port numberin the mh2mr message. When a mobile host decides to switch a specic session to another networkinterface, it sends an mh2mr message to the mobile router. The mh2mr message includes the sessionport number and the address of the new network interface. The mobile router records this infor-mation it its routing table. The mobile router is now required to maintain two types of routingtable entries: normal and special. Special entries are those which record a port number in additionto the destination address. When a mh2mr message containing a port number is sent to the mobilerouter, a special type routing entry is created. If the message does not contain a port number, theinformation carried in the mh2mr packet is used to install a normal routing table entry.When a packet destined to the mobile host arrives at the mobile router, the mobile router alsoinspects the port number carried in the packet. If a match occurs on both the destination addressand the port number, the special type entry is used to forward the packet. Otherwise, normalrouting procedures are followed. Thus, only packets belonging to a specic session are routed viathe second interface. Other packets continue to arrive via the rst interface. The process of LSRroute reversal ensures that outgoing packets are routed via the correct network interface.
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4.6 Application Areas4.6.1 Mobility Across Communication MediumThe proposed solution allows mobile clients to seamlessly move from one communication medium toanother without disrupting any active network connections. This exibility is very valuable, giventhe variety of wireless solutions that are being developed by dierent vendors. These productsoperate in dierent frequency bands, use widely dierent sets of MAC/link layer protocols, havedierences with respect to link speed and geographic coverage area (indoor vs outdoor). Giventhese constrains, none of the emerging wireless solutions is likely to provide ubiquitous coverage.Universal coverage would only be possible by interconnecting dierent types of wireless segmentsand enabling roaming across multiple medium through exible internetworking protocols.4.6.2 Tolerance against Network FailuresEnabling mobility across dierent communication medium also lends an easy and elegant solution tothe network fault-tolerance problem. The traditional approach to network-fault tolerance relies onsending multiple copies of messages on dierent networks to protect applications against networkfailures[33]. In contrast, our approach relies on re-routing network trac through an alternatenetwork interface when network failures occur. Since re-routing is done at the network layer,no application modications are required. Moreover, this approach to network-fault tolerance isindependent of any specic hardware technology.4.7 SummaryIt is expected that the form of network connection will vary depending on the environment wheremobile computing devices are used. For example, when disconnected they will use RF or infraredlinks; when docked they will use physical wires; and when used in an outdoor setting they will usedigital wireless cellular links (such as CDPD [19]). A solution is required that will enable smoothoperation and transition across dierent communication medium.In this chapter, we showed that switching across communication medium can be viewed asa special case of host migration. The MobileIP architecture provides an elegant solution to thisproblem by co-locating the forwarding agent with the mobile host. We described how this is accom-plished in our MobileIP implementation. We also demonstrated that the overhead of performingextra protocol processing was negligible.While the original motivation for developing this solution was to support seamless mobility68
across dierent communication medium, the proposed scheme has wide applications in the area offault-tolerance. Stationary hosts can be protected against interface and network failures by usingthe same mechanisms that make switching network interfaces totally transparent to the runningapplications on mobile hosts.
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Chapter 5Wireless Access and Session PerformanceIn chapters 2, 3 and 4, we described the functional aspect the mobile internetworking problem. Inthis chapter, we shift our focus to the performance issue. MobileIP only provides a mechanism forpacket exchange between mobile and stationary end-systems. Performance of these data exchangesessions depends crucially on the error characteristics of the wireless medium and the MediumAccess Control (MAC) protocol employed at the wireless link layer. The environment we consideris that of a wireless LAN being used to gain access to a wired backbone network (see Figure 5.1).A base station relays packets between wired and wireless links, and all mobile users gain access tothe backbone network via a base station.Hosts on the existing wireless LANs (WLANs) use applications and end-to-end transport proto-cols that were originally developed for wired networks, where the underlying physical links are fairlyreliable and packet losses are random in nature. However, due to radio propagation characteristics,wireless links are signicantly error prone. Within the ISM1 band, due to multi-path fading, theerror characteristics of wireless channels are bursty and time varying. In addition, user mobilityand frequent handos cause burst packet losses. Current generation wireless LANs operate withinthe ISM radio spectrum, with typical link rates within a few Mbps at a typical range of 50-100meters. Under these conditions, the performance of transport protocols such as the TransmissionControl Protocol (TCP) degrades signicantly.A method for fast recovery from losses during hando has been proposed in [15]. It exploitsTCP's fast retransmit option to reduce TCP's loss detection latency. This method, however,cannot be eectively used to recover from burst errors due to fading. In [5, 55] another scheme isproposed that splits a TCP connection into two separate connections; one between the mobile hostand the base station and the other between the base station and the stationary host. It attemptsto isolate the dynamics of TCP's congestion control from the interference of losses on the wireless1Industrial, Scientic, Medical band (902-928MHz, 2400-2483.5 MHz, and 5725-5850MHz) approved by FCC forunlicensed use. 70
channel. The solution proposed in [2] achieves the same objective with less bookkeeping and statemaintenance at the base station. Unfortunately, these techniques do not perform well when losseson the wireless channel are bursty.
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BackboneFigure 5.1: Intergration of Wired and Wireless MediumIn this chapter we investigate the design space of link layer mechanisms for recovering fromburst errors. We begin by carefully studying the eect of burst packet losses on the end-to-endthroughput of a TCP connection. We also study the eect of adding link level error recovery onTCP's performance. We have observed that due to the coarse-grained timer (of granularity 500msec) used in TCP implementations loss detection latencies are very high. This latency allowssucient time at the link layer to recover from burst errors. We investigate the performance ofmultiple TCP connections over a wireless LAN which employs a link level error recovery protocol.This is a likely scenario, in which mobile users gain access to the backbone network via one basestation. The channel is subject to burst errors independently for each connection. We observe thatunder FIFO packet scheduling the head of the line packet, if encountering burst losses, can blockthe transmission of other packets. In addition to reducing the overall throughput, this phenomenoncauses unfairness, as a particular receiver in a burst error state can reduce the throughput of allother receivers.We propose link level channel state dependent packet (CSDP) scheduling methods to overcomethe problems associated with multiple sessions sharing the wireless link. We show that appropriatepacket transmission scheduling can increase overall throughput and reduce the unfairness problem,without interfering with TCP's retransmission schemes. We use TCP as an example protocol tomotivate the problem and illustrate the eectiveness of our solution approach. CSDP schedulingmethods can be implemented at the base station's wireless device driver. Since it is a link layersolution, not only TCP, but all UDP based applications such as rpc [29] and NFS [52] also benetfrom it. Another advantage is that a CSDP scheduler can be used in conjuction with the higherlayer techniques for improving performance over the wireless channels [15, 5, 55]. Thus, it is possibleto combine the benets of both approaches.This chapter is organized as follows. First, we briey describe packet loss characteristics com-71
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Figure 5.2: Three-state Markov Model: Transition Diagramguard is specied as an error-free section longer than a xed burst limit. In [43] authors have shownthat a 3-state Markovian model provides a good characterization of the burst error channel. Theirmodel consists of 3 states C1, C2, and E. C1 shows a guard section while C2 and E show a burstsection. C1 and C2 show correct states, and E shows the error state. pqr denotes the probabilityof transition from state q to state r. The wireless channel probabilistically switches between thethree states.Note that for most systems, a single bit error on the channel translates into the loss of a completepacket (see Figure 5.3 in which 0 indicates good reception and 1 indicates an error at the bit level).In practice, we have observed that mean residency time in states C2 and E is longer than a singlepacket transmission time. This results in correlated packet losses, i.e., a single packet loss wouldbe followed by many back-to-back packet losses. We use this observation to capture packet losscharacteristics by a 2-state Markov model. This model conforms with the observation reported insome of the earlier empirical studies of packet loss behavior on wireless LANs [20]. At any point intime, we model the channel as being in one of the two possible states, G (good) or B (bad). Weuse the term, pS to denote the packet loss probability in state S, where S 2 fG;Bg. We assumethat pB  pG. Roughly speaking, a packet transmission is usually successful provided the channelstays in the good state during the packet transmission duration. We assume that the time spent inthe Good and Bad periods are exponentially distributed, but with dierent average values. Notethat our objective here is not to provide an accurate characterization of the channel. Rather, itis to illustrate the behavior of transport sessions when packets are subject to burst losses. An73






























Figure 5.4: An ftp connection subject to burst lossesNo Losses Burst LossesThroughput 0.508 Mb/s 0.321 Mb/sTable 5.1: Eect of burst errors on TCP throughputnegligible compared to the latency of loss detection. This is because it only takes approximatelyRTT*O(log2(W=mss2)) time to restore the window size to its original value [28]. Over local areawireless connections, where round trip times are short and the window is small, this period isnegligible compared to the latency of loss detection.Failure of the Fast Retransmit Feature: The fast retransmit feature was added in TCP toreduce the latency of loss detection. This feature is triggered whenever a TCP source receives athreshold number (usually 3) of back to back duplicate acknowledgements. Arrival of triplicateACKs is a good indication that a packet loss has occured, and there is no need to wait for atimeout before retransmitting. The fast retransmit feature fails on the wireless medium becauseof two reasons. First, due to the low bit rate available on wireless channels, TCP window size isoften chosen to be small (some times even less than 3 packets). Second, back to back packets andACKs are both likely to be lost during fade periods implying that fast recovery will fail to trigger.Moreover in the case of interactive applications, a TCP source may not even have additional packetsready for transmission which would force the receiver to generate ACKs.2W is the window size and mss is the segment size. 75
Exponential Retransmit Back-o: If retransmission occurs during a period when the channelis in a burst error state, the retransmit timeout value is doubled by Karn's [27] exponential retrans-mit back-o algorithm. For example, in Figure 5.4, the packet retransmitted at t = 5:8sec falls inthe burst error zone. Since the ACK for this packet is not received, TCP doubles its retransmittimeout period to 3 seconds and retries only after it expires. During this period the channel is notutilized.Delayed Connection Setup & Denial of Service: At the connection setup time, TCP startswith an initial RTT estimate of 6 seconds (for lack of any better estimate). If the SYN packetis lost, the connection setup is delayed by 6 seconds. Loss of the 2nd SYN packet further delaysconnection setup by an additional 24 seconds. The connection setup fails if the 3rd SYN packet isalso lost.The main reason behind these problems is that TCP was designed around the assumption thatlinks are reliable. It interprets packet losses as signs of network congestion and consequently reactsby invoking congestion control mechanisms [24]. This is justied if underlying links are reliable,in which case the reason behind the packet loss is likely to be congestion and the only remedyis a reduction of input rate. However, triggering a congestion avoidance mechanism in responseto each packet loss in wireless media may lead to a unacceptable level of performance. In fact,if the wireless link is error prone then TCP's slow start mechanism may repeatedly get triggered,resulting in a a scenario where TCP's window size stays at the minimum possible value.The problem is due to the inability of current mechanisms to distinguish between losses dueto congestion and those due to burst errors in the wireless link. Better control mechanisms canbe designed if some form of feedback is available from the wireless hardware about the qualityof wireless link. Unfortunately, current generation wireless adapters do not have any provision toprovide this information. Even if provisions are made, it would only solve one end of the problemsince the other end of the TCP connection which resides on the wired segment would never be ableto receive this feedback.Another plausible solution to this problem is to use a fully reliable link layer protocol over thewireless segment. A reliable link layer would substantially reduce the eective packet loss rateseen by the transport layer. This approach, too, as will be shown in the next chapter, does notwarrant good performance. The primary reason being the complex interaction of the link layerretransmission mechanisms with TCP's round trip time estimator.76
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pplinkFigure 5.6: Simulation setuplink is at least an order of magnitude slower than the speed of the wired segment. We assumesucient amount of buering at the base station, implying that buer overow is not a problem.This assumption is justied by two reasons. First, due to low bandwidth of the wireless mediumwe expect TCP sessions to operate with small window sizes. Secondly, the user population withineach wireless segment is expected to be small.Figure 5.7 shows a comparison of le transfer times for 10 TCP connections when FIFO andCSDP-RR schedulers (see section 5.4) are used at the base station. For these experiments, meanburst length was set to 100ms, mean good period was set to 1 sec, and Rmax was set to 8. Thefollowing observations became clear from these experiments:1. Blocking Eect: Head-of-the-Line (HOL) blocking is observed because the wireless LANsconstitute a single wireless channel which is shared on-demand among multiple receivers.When the head of the line packet is destined to a receiver which is located in a fade zone,it prevents other packets in the FIFO queue from being transmitted. Thus, if the channelto a specic receiver is in the burst error state, all receivers in that cell suer throughputdegradation.2. Poor Utilization of the wireless medium: When the channel to a specic destinationis in a burst error state, the CSMA/CA + priority MAC protocol repeatedly attempts totransmit a packet to its destination. During the burst error period, all transmission attemptsfail with a very high probability causing signicant degradation in channel utilization.3. RTT growth: A direct consequence of HOL blocking eect is seen on the end-to-end level,since the round trip time estimates of all the connections passing through the base station in-crease. This further increases the timeout values computed by the source TCP. HOL blocking79
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of FIFO and CSDP-RR, burst=100msalso increases the latency observed by interactive applications.4. Fairness Problem: Over a large time interval, the FIFO scheduler allocates access to theoutput link in proportion to the amount of trac input by various sources. TCP's window owcontrol is a mechanism for bounding the amount of trac queued up at the bottleneck node atany point of time. When all connections use identical window sizes, a FIFO scheduler providesfair access to the output link. This property no longer holds when errors are introduced onthe output link. Since lost packets are transmitted multiple times, the share of the wirelesschannel received by dierent packet streams is a function of the channel loss characteristics.Under these conditions, FIFO scheduling fails to enforce any reasonable interpretation offairness. See the completion time of various connections in Figure 5.7.In summary, FIFO scheduling at the link layer yields poor end-to-end throughput. Interactionof various scheduling policies with the end-to-end ow/congestion control has been analyzed beforein the literature [44]. However, these studies do not consider packet losses on the output link.One of the important design considerations is to ensure that all sessions receive a fair share of thewireless bandwidth. When the medium is error free, a fair MAC protocol is sucient to ensurethis property. However, in the presence of burst errors, additional mechanisms are required. Inthe next section, we propose a class of packet scheduling policies which can be deployed at thebase station wireless interface to increase the utilization of the wireless channel. These schedulers80























ReceiveFigure 5.8: Channel State Dependent Packet Dispatchingprovide fairness while eectively shielding the end-to-end transport sessions from the eects of bursterrors on the wireless medium.5.4 Channel State Dependent Packet SchedulingThe primary cause of ineciency is that the CSMA/CA + priority ACK protocol makes repeatedattempts to transmit a packet even when the channel is in a burst error state. Moreover, the FIFOpacket dispatcher at the WLAN device driver level continues to dispatch packets without takingchannel characteristic into consideration. 4 By the time TCP detects packet loss and starts tothrottle its transmission, the fade period is usually over. To alleviate this ineciency, a mechanismis required to defer scheduled transmissions until the start of the next good period. Since theburst periods of dierent channels are mutually independent, packets for other destinations can besuccessfully transmitted during this interval.It may seem that there is a potential risk associated with this approach. If the deferred periodlength is more than the timeout period of the transport protocol, the source will timeout andretransmit a copy of the delayed packet, thereby unnecessarily increasing the load on the system.In practice, however, we have observed that the timeout period of TCP5 is on the order of seconds,while the duration of burst periods is on the order of milliseconds. This time dierence is sucientfor link layer mechanisms to attempt loss recovery by retransmission over the wireless link.4Prior studies [44] of TCP dynamics have shown that packets from a TCP session have a tendency to arrivein groups. This behavior, in conjunction with FIFO packet dispatcher, makes TCP sessions more susceptible toback-to-back packet losses.5Minimum timeout value is often 1 second, and it grows exponentially for each failed retransmission attempt81
5.4.1 CSDP Scheduling MechanismOur solution involves modifying the packet dispatching function at the base station WLAN devicedriver layer. A scheduler which can take the characteristics of each wireless channel into consid-eration in making packet dispatching decisions would improve wireless link utilization. We referto the class of such schedulers as Channel State Dependent Packet (CSDP) schedulers. A CSDPscheduler has three components: a set of per destination queues a link status monitor a packet dispatcher.For each mobile host in the coverage area, the CSDP scheduler at the base station maintains aseparate queue of packets. Within each queue, packets are served in FIFO order. However, serviceacross per destination queues depends on the specic policy employed within the packet dispatcher.The link status monitor (LSM) is responsible for monitoring the state of channels between the basestation and each mobile station. Whenever the channel between the base b and the mobile stationi is in burst error mode, LSM marks the queue for destination i, Qi. The channel is assumed tobe in burst error state whenever the MAC layer ACK is not received despite multiple transmissionattempts on that channel. Qi is unmarked after an estimated burst period length6. It is possibleto design more robust mechanisms for detecting burst error periods if the physical layer can informthe MAC layer about packet reception status. For example, since the physical layer managesCRC, it should be able to inform the MAC layer about CRC failures. In addition, the physicallayer should be able to inform the MAC layer if a packet is received out of range (for example ifpower reception is below a certain threshold). This notication will help the MAC layer to make adistinction between errors due to collision and errors due to signal attenuation. It is important tonote that this information is only available at the receiver end. However, this information can bepiggy-backed with ACKs to notify the transmitter as well.5.4.2 Scheduler OperationA CSDP scheduler operates by choosing a packet (at the head of the line) from one of the unmarkedqueues. If all unmarked queues are empty, then it picks up a packet from one of the marked queues.Immediately following the packet transmission, if an ACK is not received within a short timeoutperiod, CSDP returns the packet to the head of the queue Qi, increments a counter, Ri, which6If burst periods are exponentially distributed, one possible estimator could be mean + 2  variance82
records the number of packet transmission attempts, and selects another packet according to thescheduling policy. If Ri exceeds Rmax, the packet is dropped (i.e., it is not put back at the head ofQi) and the counter Ri is reset to 0. Notice that CSDP mechanism avoids retransmitting the lostpacket immediately following an errored transmission. Thus, in the presence of burst errors, HOLblocking is signicantly reduced. Overall, this mechanism yields better wireless link utilization (asresults in the next section show) at a marginal cost of software complexity. The pseudocode of theCSDP scheduler is shown in 5.13. The notations are described in Table 5.4.5.4.3 CSDP Implementation ComplexityA CSDP device driver is required to manage per destination queues, which are accessed and updatedwhenever either packets are received from the network layer or an interrupt is issued by a WLANcard (see Figure 5.9). At any point in time, the number of queues is equal to the number of active 7stations within a single base station coverage area. In typical WLAN environments, this numberis expected to be on the order of 10 to 15, implying that the overhead of managing per destinationqueues is negligible. Compared to traditional device drivers, a CSDP device driver requires moredata copying operations. This is because following each packet loss event a CSDP device driverdispatches a new packet. This requires a single bcopy operation since the contents of the transmitbuer can be overwritten. Table 5.2 shows the memory to memory copy latency on a 33Mhz,486DX processor based machine. Since memory to memory copy latency is less than the carriersense interval (which is on the order of 50s) it is possible to operate the CSDP device driverwithout compromising throughput.packet Size 128 256 512 1024Memory Copy Latency (s) 5:6 8:4 14:2 26:9Table 5.2: Memory to memory copy latency5.4.4 CSDP Scheduling PoliciesThe CSDP scheduling framework lends an easy implementation of a variety of work conservingscheduling policies. Since a separate queue is maintained for each destination, it is possible toenforce QoS and fairness constraints on a per-host basis by suitable choice of a scheduling policy(). It is important that the scheduling algorithm be simple so that the required processing canbe carried out in real-time. Our results indicate that complex scheduling functions do not always7By active we mean those stations which have active, on-going data transfer sessions83
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Figure 5.9: Implementation of per destination Queuingyield good results and, interestingly, as will be shown in the results section, some of the seeminglygood techniques exhibit anomalous behavior.We experimented with CSDP versions of three well known scheduling methods: Round Robin(RR), Earliest Timestamp First (ETF), and Longest Queue First (LQF).CSDP-RR: Set of unmarked and marked queues are maintained as two separate circular lists.Each set is served in a round robin fashion. Packets are rst chosen from the unmarked set. If thisset is empty, the scheduler serves packets from the marked set. If packet transmission fails, the retrycounter is incremented, and the corresponding queue is marked. Retransmission is attempted whenthis queue is chosen next time by the scheduler. Notice that a Pure-RR scheduler will continue toretransmit the HOL packet until it succeeds or the max retry counter expires.CSDP-ETF Packets arriving from the wired side are rst timestamped, and then added to therespective queues. From the unmarked set, if it is non-empty, the packet with the earliest timestampis chosen for service. Otherwise, the packet with the earliest timestamp from the marked set ofqueues is selected. This policy is very similar to FIFO, except that it tries to avoid transmittingpackets to destinations that are known to be in errored state. FIFO can be viewed as a special caseof CSDP-ETF when no feedback from the LSM is available.CSDP-LQF CSDP-LQF scheduler always tries to minimize maximum backlog by always chosingpackets from the longest queue. In [46] it is proved that if errors on the wireless channels are84
statistically identical and packet arrivals follow a poisson distribution then LQF policy will providefairness and maximize channel utilization [46].5.5 Numerical ResultsThe mutual interaction between TCP's ow control and the link layer dispatching mechanismin quite complex. Since the behavior of TCP sources cannot be captured by any closed formanalytical expression, it is not possible to analyze this system mathematically. To perform a carefulinvestigation of this interaction we decided to conduct some experiments on the NETSIM [21]simulator. Each simulation run involves data transfer over N simultaneous TCP sessions, eachstarting from a stationary host and terminating at a mobile host. During the course of datatransfer, channels between the base station and mobile hosts are independently subject to bursterrors. Using the same seed for the random number generator, we repeat this experiment withdierent CSDP policies. A xed seed ensures that the same error pattern is repeated in eachexperiment. It allows us to directly compare results from dierent experiments. Under each policy, we measure the time it takes to complete each TCP session (T i ). From the collected data setwe compute: T min = minfT 1 ; : : : ; T NgT max = maxfT 1 ; : : : ; T NgT max denotes the time when the last TCP session completes. We say that a policy 1 providesbetter wireless channel utilization compared to policy 2 if T 1max < T 2max. Time dierence betweenthe nish time of the rst and the last session (T max   T min) provides us a measure of fairness.In a perfectly fair system, identical sessions should nish at the same time. Below, we comparethe performance of FIFO, CSDP-RR, CSDP-ETF and CSDP-LQF schedulers using these twoevaluation criteria. Results in the next section demonstrate how CSDP schedulers interact withTCP sources. They also provide a basis for making comparison across dierent CSDP policies.5.5.1 CSDP with Perfect Channel EstimationFigure 5.10 shows le transfer times for 10 TCP connections. Each session involves a 0.8 Mbytele transfer. In this experiment, mean burst length was 100 ms, mean good period was 5 sec andthe maximum retries limit was set to 8. Packet loss probability in burst period is 0.8. Our resultsindicate that: CSDP schedulers provide better link untilization since TCSDPmax < TFIFOmax .85
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Figure 5.10: CSDP scheduling policies, burst=100ms, Rmax=8 Compared to FIFO, sessions under CSDP-RR and CSDP-ETF receive fair service sincejTCSDPmax   TCSDPmin j < jTFIFOmax   TFIFOmin jCSDP scheduling policies dier widely in terms of their interaction behavior with TCP sources.Since all TCP sources are identical, relative dierence among their transfer times is a good measureof fairness. Under a RR policy all connections nish about the same time. Results for LQF policyare rather surprising. Some connections nish very fast while other remain blocked. For Poissonsources and a random error model, LQF is known to be the best policy [46] for this system. Thisresult, however, does not hold when input trac and loss characteristics on output channels arecorrelated. As LQF attempts to serve the queue with the maximum number of packets rst,the corresponding TCP source receives a bigger share of the bottleneck link. It keeps expandingits window size while packets in other queues wait for their turn for transmission. The result isthat some connections `win' in the beginning while other remain `blocked' until other connectionsnish or suer burst errors. Overall, CSDP-RR scheduler outperforms all other policies, both interms of performance and implementation complexity. A summary of our results and a qualitativecomparison of various CSDP scheduling methods is shown in Table 5.3.Data reported in gures 5.10 and 5.11 is representative of typical simulation runs. We haveobserved similar performance improvements when the mean length of the burst period was variedfrom 50ms to 500ms while keeping the ratio between mean good and bad periods equal to 10.86
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Figure 5.11: CSDP scheduling policies, burst=500ms, Rmax=8Policy FIFO RR LQF ETFChannel Utilization worst bestFairness best worstThroughput worst bestImplementation Complexity O(1) O(1) O(n) O(n)Table 5.3: Comparison of CSDP schedulers5.5.2 CSDP with Imperfect Channel EstimationThe level of actual improvement depends on the degree of accuracy in characterizing channel lossbehavior. Results reported in the previous section were performed assuming full channel knowledge.Under these conditions we have observed as much as 10-15 % improvement in channel utilization.In practice, however, this may not always be achievable. To demonstrate the eectiveness of theCSDP approach in realistic settings, we operated the CSDP-RR scheduler without any feedbackfrom the Link Status Monitor. We refer to this scheduler as Zero Channel Knowledge Round Robin(ZCK-RR) scheduler. ZCK-RR serves all queues in round robin sequence without dierentiatingbetween marked and unmarked destinations. Following a packet loss, it simply defers retransmissionof the lost packet until the next round. The deferred period can be thought of as a simple channel87
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of FIFO, CSDP-RR and ZCK-RR. Mean burst length = 100ms, pB = 0:8estimator, and, as our results show (in Figure 5.12), this simple estimator also works quite wellin practice. If errors on the wireless channel are random, the link status monitor will mark alldestinations as in \burst" state. In this case, the operation of a CSDP-RR scheduler will beidentical to a ZCK-RR scheduler. Thus, CSDP-RR will always outperform FIFO, regardless ofwhat the error characteristics are and whether a good channel estimator is available or not.5.6 CritiqueLink layer error recovery mechanisms in current wireless LANs, such as those in the forthcomingIEEE 802.11 standards, are eective only in the presence of random errors. Recent performancestudies [20] and our experience with RF wireless LANs have shown that error behavior on wirelesschannels is often bursty. We have also observed that using a FIFO packet dispatcher in conjunc-tion with typical wireless link layer protocols results in poor channel utilization, unfairness, andthroughput degradation. We have described a simple technique for link layer error recovery thatprovides an ecient way to recover from the ineciencies caused by bursty packet errors. Further,the Channel State Dependent Packet (CSDP) scheduling utilizes the distinct states of the channelto each mobile user to increase the eciency of the link. Since the burst periods are relatively long,there are many performance benets in monitoring channel state information.The strength of the CSDP scheduling approach lies in its ability to hide eects of burst errorsfrom the transport and application layer protocols. This is achieved by recovering from packetlosses at the link layer rather than relying on higher layer error recovery mechanisms. It allowsexisting protocols and applications to run unmodied over wireless channels and, at the same time,88
it provides performance comparable to wired networks. Since it is a layer 2 solution, not only TCP,but all UDP based applications such as rpc and NFS also benet from it. A layer 2 solution isattractive for many reasons. It only requires a software modication to the device driver whichmakes it easy to deploy and test. It can also be used in LAN-to-wireless bridges. Solutions thatrely on a transport layer agent [5, 55], or require a soft-state maintenance at the wireless accesspoint cannot be used in wireless bridges.Recently, several techniques for improving performance over wireless channels have been pro-posed [14, 2, 5, 30]. These techniques provide fast recovery from losses due to hando and errorson the wireless channels. A majority of them operate at the layer 4 of the protocol stack. Forexample, the proposal by Carceres et. al. [15] requires modication to TCP; the proposal by Bakreet. al. [5] requires a layer 4 proxy-agent; and the proposal by Katz et. al. [2] maintains a log ofTCP packets at the base station. Though the CSDP approach attempts to resolve the same setof problems8, it is not an alternative to these proposals. Since ours is a layer 2 solution, it can beused in conjunction with any of these proposals. Deploying a CSDP scheduler underneath a layer 4solution will yield the benets of both approaches. Thus, the CSDP proposal complements ratherthan compete with other proposals.The level of achievable performance of the CDPS approach depends on the accuracy of thechannel state predictor. Under the assumption of full channel knowledge, we have observed up to15% improvement in channel utilization [8]. Even in absence of the channel state information, wehave shown that the round robin version of the CSDP scheduler provides signicant performanceimprovement over a pure FIFO dispatcher. The ability to dierentiate between losses due to collisionand losses due to channel errors is crucial for the ecient operation of a CSDP scheduler. If a lossdue to collision is misinterpreted as occurring due to channel errors, then the CSDP schedulerwould unnecessarily defer transmissions for that destination. Based on received signal strength. awireless receiver might easily be able to distinguish between the two cases. For example, a collisionwould cause the received signal strength to increase by a few db, while typical errors due to signalfade would cause the received signal strength to decrease by a few db. Many current generationcellular products already use adaptive power control mechanisms to mitigate the eects of fadingand other channel uctuations. It also might be possible to dierentiate between collisions andother channel errors by utilizing these sophisticated control mechanisms.8except for losses due to hando 89
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Chapter 6Conclusion and Future Work6.1 Contribution SummaryThis dissertation makes several important contributions to the area of mobile internetworking. We have established that supporting an address translation service at the network layer isfundamental to supporting host mobility within connection-less network architectures. Wehave proposed a network layer solution architecture which enables smooth integration ofmobile end systems within the existing Internet. This architecture not only generalizes theprevious schemes proposed for MobileIP [47, 51, 22, 36], but it also provides a basis forevaluating the trade-o between various design alternatives for mobile networking systems. Exploiting IP's LSR option, we have proposed a MobileIP protocol which provides locationindependent network access to TCP/IP compliant hosts. Unlike other Mobile-IP proposalsthat are encapsulation based, our approach provides optimal routes for all TCP sessions,requires less overhead, and is more suitable for deployment in the next generation IP protocol.The scheme is fully distributed and scalable. We have demonstrated that the LSR based MobileIP scheme also provides an elegant solutionto the problem of switching networking interfaces in the middle of active network connections. Finally, we have shown that end-to-end reliable transport layer mechanisms do not provide e-cient error recovery when packet losses on the wireless medium are bursty. To support ecientoperation, additional mechanisms at the link layer are required. We have proposed ChannelState Dependent Packet (CSDP) scheduling, a generalized packet dispatching method, whichutilizes the wireless channel state knowledge to reduce packet losses on the wireless medium.CSDP can be employed in conjunction with any wireless link layer protocol [35] to improvethroughput over multiple access wireless channels. Recently, some higher layer solutions have92
also been proposed to support ecient operation over wireless channels [15, 5, 55, 2]. Layeringthem on top of CSDP will yield the benets of both approaches.We acknowledge that the issues addressed in this dissertation represent only a few points inthe vast territory of open problems that remain to be explored in the area of mobile computing.Research in this area is only beginning, and it will take many more years of research eort beforewe develop a full understanding of all design tradeos.6.2 Future Research DirectionOver the last 2 to 3 years, much of the work on MobileIP has been motivated by the need toprovide location transparency to users of mobile computers. Mobile-IP ensures that a mobile host\virtually" remains connected to its home regardless of its current point of attachment. This allowsexisting applications to operate over mobile nodes without any modications. Portable computers,like desktop computers, need to access resources such as NFS le servers, name servers, etc. Existingdistributed systems are congured to make use of resources available on their home networks. Asa result, portable systems continue to access services from their home network even when theyare not physically connected to it. This restriction gives rise to many performance problems sinceevery access to a home server is routed across multiple, possibly slow, links. Slow links introducedelays and cause performance degradation visible to the mobile user. To alleviate this problem, newmechanisms are required that enable mobile hosts to discover and access resources on the foreignnetwork [10].ATM is rapidly evolving as a high speed packet switching technology which promises to providesupport for integrated services trac. Integrating mobile end-systems within a connection-orientedATM environment is a challenging open problem. Since standards and protocols for ATM arestill evolving, ATM provides an unconstrained platform for developing next generation mobileinternetworking protocols and applications. The two tier addressing approach can be integratedwith ATM signaling protocols to set up virtual circuits to mobile ATM nodes. Extending qualityof service guarantees of ATM virtual circuits over wireless segments is another challenging problemthat is worth investigating.Over the long term it is important to design protocols and provide operating system supportto enable portable computers achieve the same degree of functionality as stationary hosts. Thereare two major physical constraints which make this task dicult. First, wireless channels areerror-prone, bandwidth limited, and provide intermittent network connectivity due to signal fad-ing. Second, portable computers have to operate under limited battery power. Pure hardwaresolutions to these problems cannot be satisfactory since applications have widely dierent resource93
requirements. To obtain the best results, operating systems should provide an interface whichexposes changing operating conditions to the running applications, leaving policy decisions to thesoftware. Layered on top of this interface, adaptive applications and communication protocols canbe developed, tested, and deployed. These developments will allow users to work eciently andfully enjoy the exibility of mobile computing.
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Appendix APacket FormatsA.1 mh2mr Packet Type
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paddingMAS   Address
Authentication  info 
0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9
Figure A.1: mh2mr packet formatPacket Type:MH2MR DATA or MH2MR ACKSubcode: Indicates whether authentication information is present or notMobile Host Address:The home address of the Mobile Host.Timestamp:A 32-bit sequence number. 95
Lifetime: A 32-bit eld specifying the maximum time the MR receiving the mh2mrmessage can rely on the information in the message.MAS address:This is the IP address of the wired-interface of the MAS in whose cell theMH is located at the time of sending this message.Authentication Info:A password or token that the MR uses to decide whether the MH has thecredentials to be given service. Multiple authentication elds may be presentto accommodate a variety of authentication mechanisms.A.2 mr2mas Packet Type
0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 0  1
0 1 2 3
type subcode




0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9Figure A.2: mr2mas packet formatPacket Type:MR2MAS DATA or MR2MAS ACKSubcode: Indicates whether authentication information is present or not.Command: either DELETE HOST ROUTE or ADD HOST ROUTEMH address:IP address of the mobile host.Sequence Number:A 32-bit sequence number, used to match ACK against DATA packets.Authentication Info: 96
A password or token that the MAS uses to decide whether the MR has thecredentials to issue add/delete commands. Multiple authentication eldsmay be present to accommodate a variety of authentication mechanisms.A.3 Beacon Format
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MAS   Address
checksum
beacon  interval  
0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9Figure A.3: beacon formatPacket Type:BEACONchecksum: 16-bit checksum of the beacon packet.MAS address:IP address of the wired-interface of the MAS.Timestamp:A 32-bit sequence number.Beacon Interval:An MAS broadcasts beacons at a constant rate. This eld denotes thebeaconing period (in milliseconds). MHs may decide that they have movedaway from a cell if they do not receive any beacon in a time interval largerthat this eld.
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Appendix BIP Loose Source Route OptionThe following description from [41] describes the IP Loose Source Route Option.
0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 0  1
0 1 2 3
pointerlength
route  data 
type  =  131 Figure B.1: Loose Source Route OptionThe loose source and record route (LSRR) option provides a means for the source of an internetdatagram to supply routing information to be used by the gateways in forwarding the datagram tothe destination, and to record the route information.The option begins with the option type code. The second octet is the option length whichincludes the option type code and the length octet, the pointer octet, and length-3 octets of routedata. The third octet is the pointer into the route data indicating the octet which begins the nextsource address to be processed. The pointer is relative to this option, and the smallest legal valuefor the pointer is 4.A route data is composed of a series of internet addresses. Each internet address is 32 bits or 4octets. If the pointer is greater than the length, the source route is empty (and the recorded routefull) and the routing is to be based on the destination address eld.If the address in destination address eld has been reached and the pointer is not greater thanthe length, the next address in the source route replaces the address in the destination addresseld, and the recorded route address replaces the source address just used, and pointer is increasedby four.The recorded route address is the internet module's own internet address as known in the98
environment into which this datagram is being forwarded.This procedure of replacing the source route with the recorded route (though it is in the reverseof the order it must be in to be used as a source route) means the option (and the IP header as awhole) remains a constant length as the datagram progresses through the internet.This option is a loose source route because the gateway or host IP is allowed to use any routeof any number of other intermediate gateways to reach the next address in the route.Must be copied on fragmentation. Appears at most once in a datagram.
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